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Synthetic methods for incorporating preformed polymers into several layered

inorganic host lattices to form nanocomposites have been investigated and the results obtained

are described. The nanocomposites contain an ordered arrays of interacting polymer and

inorganic phases, where at least one dimension is in the nanometer size range. A general

overview of the science of nanocomposite materials is presented in Chapter 1.

A template method has been developed for inserting anionic vinyl polymers, including

poly(acrylic acid), poly(vinylsulfonate) and poly(styrenesulfonate), in between positively

charged sheets of layered double hydroxides (LDHs) MI.A1.(OH)2+ (M=Mg, Ca, Co) and

Zni.MVOH)2+ (M=A1, Cr) to form layered nanocomposites. Structural and microstructural

development, compositional details, and thermal characteristics of the nanocomposites were

studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD), FT-IR spectroscopy, elemental analysis, differential

scanning calorimetry (DSC), thennogravimetry (TG), and scanning and transmission electron

microscopy (SEM/TEM).
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Conventional exfoliation-adsorption methods have been extended to the preparation

of nanocomposites of linear poly(ethylenimine) (LPEI) with several host lattices. The

products exhibit lattice expansions along the stacking direction of 3.9-4.7 A and polymer

contents of 13 - 18 mass percent, consistent with an adsorbed monolayer of LPEI between

host sheets. Results are compared with the poly(ethylene oxide) PEO analog and are

rationalized in terms of an energetic model for nanocomposition.

A method has been developed for the quantitative removal of polymers such PEO

from the interlayer space of several host lattices. It involves the reaction of the

nanocomposites with aqueous tetraethylanunoniun salts under ambient conditions. Detailed

characterization of solid reactants and products by XRD, TG, FTIR, gel permeation

chromatography (GPC), and elemental analysis indicate that these displacement reactions go

to completion without polymer degradation after initial formation of the nanocomposites.

Kinetic results are presented and a reaction mechanism is proposed based on observed trends.

New synthetic methods including latex-colloid interaction,and intragallery chemical

conversion of precursor polymers developed for preparing nanocomposites containing

conjugated polymers such as poly(pyrrole), poly(thiophene) and poly(phenylenevinylene)

(PPV) are described. Products obtained are characterized by XRD, SEM, FTIR, TGA and

electrical conductivity. Results on the nanocomposition of polyacetylene ionomer,

poly(phenylene sulfide) (PPS), and its copolymer - poly(phenoxyphenylene sulfide) using

exfoliation-adsorption and melt intercalation process are also presented.
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Studies on The Synthesis and Characterization of Two-Dimensional
Organic-Inorganic Nanocomposites Materials

Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 GeneraLIntroduction

The term "nanocomposites" is a relatively new one in material science and is used to

refer to a combination of two or more Gibbsian phases, where at least one dimension is in the

nanometer size range.' The parent phases may be inorganic, organic, or both, and may be

amorphous, crystalline or semicrystalline. These types of materials are expected to exhibit

new and improved catalytic, electronic, magnetic, and optical properties relative to both the

parent phases and their corresponding micro- or macrocomposites. This synergistic behavior

is a consequence of their ultrafine sizes and the existence of intra- or interphasic interactions.

Despite their late development in materials science, nanocomposites are by no means

a recent creation; their appreciation in biological systems is widespread. Using natural

reagents and starting materials such as lipids, proteins, and carbonhydrates, nature can

biosynthesize nanocomposites such as shells, bones, antlers and cobwebs by using the forces

of supramolecular chemistries and self-assemblies.' The overall goal of research activities

in this direction has been to exploit the knowledge of physicochemical and molecular self-

assembly processes to mimic nature in new materials design and development. A tactical

retrosynthetic dissection of many of these natural nanocomposites into tectons (a basic

structural unit of the host lattice that can be formed by established or assumed reactions)`
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followed by a judicious selection of appropriate tecton equivalents may result in significant

progress in the preparation of nanostructured materials. A major limitation to this approach

is the fact that we do not yet have the ingenuity of nature to select the desired reaction

conditions and tecton equivalents.

There are two strategies used in the preparation of nanocomposites: physical and

chemical methods. Irrespective of the method, the essential requirement is the selection or

creation of a host structural framework, or template upon which guest ions or molecules self-

assemble in two or three dimensional space. The physical approach relies on various

deposition techniques or nanomanipulative fabrication technologies." Nanocomposites may

be prepared by one or a combination of the following': a layer by layer nanoscale etching of

a two dimentional host (2-D) such as tin diselenide (SnSe2) or titanium diselenide (TiSe2);

epitaxial growth of 2-D metallic nanoparticles from gaseous compound using metal organic

chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE); micromachining

of nanometer size holes and channels in suitable host lattices. Some of these nanophysical

technologies are being used in the microelectronics industries and are made possible by recent

developments in investigative tools such as Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy (STM), atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM), and Friction-Force Microscopy (FFM).7 Despite this progress,

the physical fabrication of nanocomposites is cumbersome, hardly amenable to large scale

synthesis with respect to coating applications and is not viable for preparing polymers or

organic-containing nanocomposites because of their nonvolatility or instability at the reaction

temperatures. In most cases, very sophisticated and expensive equipment is required.
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Other variations of the physical approach exploit the self-assembly of synthetic and

biological amphiphilic molecules and the Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) sequential interfacial film

deposition method in the preparation of nanostructured materials." For example, self-

assembled monolayers may be produced by the spontaneous adsorption of an organic

molecule or ion onto a suitable surface. Multiple layers may be added by controlling the

surface physicochemical bonding. However, this method is also limited in its scope of

application because most organic molecules or polymers of interest may lack the capability

of self-assembly on the desired surface or host lattice.

The chemical approach to nanocomposites is centered around two major strategies:

the sol-gel process and guest-host supramolecular chemistry. The sol-gel process is a

multistep wet chemical method that involves the hydrolysis, polymerization, gelation, drying

and densification of precursor materials.' Most nanocomposite syntheses employ metal

alkoxide derivatives of the desired components. The advantages of the process is that it yields

a more homogeneous, and high purity material at a low processing temperature. It allow

control over particle sizes and morphology, and wet solid products can be spin coated or cast

as thin films onto suitable substrates. This method has been used to prepare several inorganic-

polymer nanocomposite materials."'

Guest-host supramolecular chemistry method makes use of intercalation processes in

host lattices of the desired dimensionality to prepare nanocomposites or uses the template

method to crystallize the host lattice in the presence of the guest. The work described in this

thesis relies heavily on the guest-host inclusion reactions. As a result, an overview of
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intercalation chemistry and its application to nanocomposite synthesis will be discussed

further.

1.2 The Formation of Insertion Compounds

Insertion reactions may be defined as reactions in which a mobile guest ion or molecule is

inserted into the vacant sites in a crystalline host lattice. The process is topotatic since the

structure of the host is not destroyed. The general reaction may be represented as depicted

below:15-16

xG + .[H] G.[H]

where G is the guest species, the vacant site, and H the host lattice. Some intercalation

reactions occur at room temperature, in others, heating at a temperature sufficient to ensure

a high rate of diffusion of the guest but insufficient to cause the degradation of the host lattice

is required.

Host frameworks can be described by 4 types, depending on the structural

dimensionality of the host lattice. Thus there are three- (3-D), two-(2-D), one-(1-D), and

zero-dimensional (0-D) host structures (Fig.1). In addition to having strong and partially

covalent bonding between constituent atoms to ensure thermodynamic or kinetic stability

under reaction conditions, the host lattice must possess vacant sites of appropriate sizes for
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Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram of host lattices for intercalation reactions and their
structural dimensionality.
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intercalation reactions and channel connections. The 3-D and 2-D host lattices display the

richest intercalation chemistry.

1.2.1 Three Dimensional Host Structures

Three dimensional framework structures are attractive crystalline microporous hosts

for guest-host intercalation chemistry. They contain well-defined pores and channels with

sizes in the nanometer range, and thus a high internal surface area. Guest molecules or ions

can be introduced into these pores or channels by adsorption and diffusion from gas or liquid

phase. Because of the geometrical constraints imposed by the host channels or cavities, only

low molecular weight guest species meeting the shape and size requirements can be

incorporated. Examples of host lattices include zeolites and zeolite-like materials such as

cloverite, beta alumina, Molybdenum cluster compounds or "Chevrel phases" (Mo6X8, X=S,

Se), Oxide bronzes (NaWO3, MV205), and cadmium cyanide.' 18

1.2.2 Two Dimensional Host Materials

The layered hosts consists of neutral or charged layers with strong intralayer bonding but

weaker interlayer forces of attraction." Layered guest-host compounds are the most widely

studied because of the relatively large number of hosts with layered structure and the ease
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with which neutral molecules or ions can be incorporated into the van der Waals gap or

interlayer space. This makes layered hosts an invaluable tool in the design and synthesis of

new materials. Table 1.1 illustrates layered structures for intercalation reactions. An important

features of intercalation reactions in layered solids is the unrestricted expansion in the

interlayer space along the axis perpendicular to the layers to accommodate guests; unlike the

3-D host framework in which the framework cannot expand significantly. As this thesis is

concerned primarily with this class of materials, more detail will be provided below.

1.2.3. One Dimensional Chain Structure

In contrast to 3-D and 2-D host lattices, there have been relatively few studies into

nanocomposites containing one dimensional chain structures. A few examples of chain guest-

host insertion compounds that have been reported include the chevrel phase ternary

molybdenum chalcogenide with the general formula AMo3X3 (where A, the intercalated ion

may be alkali metal, In, or Tl, and X is S or Se);2° the helical chain compound 2HgS.SnBr2

(where the SnBr2 dimer is inserted between the helical chains);17 and molybdenum and

vanadium phosphates with linear chain structures, that include organic cations between the

chains.' Other host lattices in this group include transition metal trichalcogenides MX3 (M=

Nb, Ta, Zr, Ti; X= S, Se)" and the ternary alkali sulfide of iron AFeS2 (A = Na, K, Rb,

Cs).n Some difficulties that limit the formation of chain insertion compounds include poor

structural stability and the frequent formation of product phases that are highly disordered or
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Table 1.1 Layered host lattices for intercalation reactions

Host Lattice/Representative Examples Layer Charge Refs.

Elemental
Graphite neutral 15,16
Black-Phosphorus neutral 75

Metal Chalcogenides
MX2 (M = Ti, Zr, V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W, Sn; neutral 15,16

X = S, Se, Te)
MPX3 (M = Mg, V, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, neutral 16

Cd, In; X = S, Se)

Metal Halides/Oxy-Halides
MOX (M = Ti, V, Al, La, Cr, Fe, Yb, Er, Tm; neutral 15,16,27

X = Cl, Br), a-RuC13, 13-ZrNC1

Metal Oxides
Mo03, V205, Mo18052, Liy308,M0X04, neutral 15,16,27
(M = Ti, V, Nb, Ta, Mo; X = P, As)
AMO2 (A = Li, Na, K; M = Co, Ni, Mn, V, negative

Nb, Cr, Fe, Ti)

Silicides
CaSi2 negative 27

Metal Phosphates/Phosphonates
M(HPO4)2 (M = Ti, Zr, Ce, Sn); negative 15,16

Titnates/Niobates
K2Ti409, KINb6017, KTiNbO5, KNbO3, negative 69,76
K[Ca3Nan_3Nb.03,1+1], (3 s ns 7)

Smectite Clays/Layered Silicate Minerals
Montmorillonite,Nadi12-.MgAS4010)(011)2.111H20 negative 16
Hectorite, Nax(Mg3.x.Li.)(Si4010(011)2.mH20

Double Hydroxides

[M2+1-xM13+x(011)2][An-,Ar.A120, (M2+ = Mg2+, positive 77
Zn2+'Ni2+, etc.; M3+ = A13+, Cr3+, Fe3+; An- = C032-,

Cl, NO3 , Organic anions, etc.
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contain numerous defects. During insertion reactions, chemical degradation of the host lattice

is common, limits their application in the design and synthesis ofnew materials."

1.2.4 Zero Dimensional Molecular Structure

If dimensionality is defined in terms of covalent bonding between repeat units then molecular

solids such as benzene or the recently discovered fullerene C60, may be classified as O-D host

lattices since they contain discrete molecular units in the solid state. Although the guest-host

inclusion compounds of zero dimensional host lattices was in the past relatively unexplored,

the discovery of C60 and superconductivity in its alkali-metal intercalates has inspired research

activities in zero dimensional host inclusion compounds in recent years'. Nanocomposites

containing nanoclusters of metals , or semiconductors, uniformly dispersed in a sol-gel

derived inorganic or polymer host matrix.' Examples include polyvinylcarbazole-CdS and

polyacrylonitrile-CdSe or CuS nanocomposites prepared from a well defined semiconductor

cluster or colloid and a solution of the polymer.'

1.3 Intercalation Reactions of Layered Solids

Intercalation reactions with layered solids has been extensively investigated and

numerous intercalation compounds have been prepared. The ability of 2-D host lattices to
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expand their interlayer space allows for intercalation of a variety of ionic and molecular

guests (of different shape and size) without deforming the strong bonds in the host lattice. For

example, the interlayer spacing in TaS2 is 6.0 A but upon intercalation of the organic amine

C 181137N112, the interlayer space expands by 51.0 A". In other cases, the lattice expansion

resulting from intercalation of guest species is not substantial. For example, the incorporation

of ammonia into layered MoO3 expands the galleries only by 2.3 A, and thus indicate that

interlayer expansion is a function of both the size and or orientation mode of the intercalant."

New materials with interesting catalytic, electronic, optical, and magnetic properties

have been designed and synthesised by this method. The layered hosts include smectite clay,

graphite, metal dichalcogenides, metal phosphorus trichalcogenides, layered double

hydroxides, transition metal oxides, and metal phosphonates. Although the mechanism of

intercalation into most host lattices remains elusive, some work on identifying intermediates

has appeared, especially in detailed studies of phase relations in graphite and some transition

metal dichalcogenides intercalation compounds. Staging describes the formation of

compounds containing a sequence of vacant and partially or totally occupied galleries. A

model proposed by Riidorff' to explain staging and which assumes a homogeneous

distribution of guest species over all gallery sites, gave an early indication as to how guest

species intercalates host lattices. This model has been refined by Daumas and Herold to

rationalize the transformations between odd and even number stages by suggesting the

existence of local domains of the guest species within the host lattice.'

The host lattices for intercalations are generally prepared by well established solid

state routes. In contrast, the process of intercalation is much less understood and there are
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no simple guidelines to predict the success of a given reaction. For any given host, a variety

of intercalation compounds can usually be formed with either ionic or molecular guests. When

ionic species are inserted into the interlayer space, the host structure must compensate for

charge, usually by redox reaction, although the creation of cation vacancies within a sheet

structure is also well established1639. Consequently, the electronic properties of the host

lattice can significantly influence intercalation processes. The incorporation of molecular

guests is in most cases accompanied by uptake of ionic species. Preparative methods depend

on the size, redox properties, and nature of the guest molecules or ions and the host materials.

Generally, the following strategies have been employed in the design and synthesis of guest-

host intercalation compounds:

(a) Direct Insertion of Guests. The direct incorporation of guest ions or molecular

species into host lattices proceeds via a topotatic reaction which can be achieved either from

vapor phase or solutions at ambient or elevated temperatures. The energetics of reaction are

such that a spontaneous insertion will proceed, generally this involves redox chemistry

between host and guest. For example, ammonia intercalates into many layered transition metal

dichalcogenides such as TaS2, TiS2, and ZrS2 at ambient temperature, whereas direct insertion

of pyridine into similar host lattices occurs only elevated temperature (200°C)28 . Also the

alkali metals such as K, Rb and Cs readily intercalate into graphite at about 200°C, while their

organometallic derivatives such butyl-lithium or sodium naphthalide effects similar insertion

at ambient temperature.

(b) Electrointercalation Method. Advantage can be taken of the redox properties of

some electroactive host lattices. For example, alkali metals such as Li, Na, K, and more
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recently a large variety of organic molecules, can be inserted into layered metal

dichalcogenides or metal oxide bronzes by using the host lattice (e.g.TiS2) as a cathode in an

electrochemical cell containing a nonaqueous lithium salt electrolyte. The application of a

sufficient potential results in a spontaneous reactioni". This also forms the basis for the

application of intercalation processes in batteries and other electrochemical devices. This

method allows reaction intermediates to be prepared and also to control the extent of

reaction.

(c) Guest Exchange. In many intercalation compounds, it is possible to directly

exchange guest molecules by mass action. An example is the replacement of sodium ions in

Na,Mo03 by lithium ions'. Also, this method may provide a route to intercalation compounds

that fail to intercalate by direct reaction. Examples include the exchange of hydrated

potassium or tetraethylammonium ions for tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) in MPS3 (M = Mn, Fe)

to form TTF intercalate, which does not form by direct reaction of TTF and MPS3 31

(d) Swelling, Exfoliation and Reassembly Methods. All the methods discussed above

require diffusion of the guest into the interlayer space of the host lattice during the solid phase

reaction and are therefore diffusion limited. As mentioned above, intercalation compounds,

once formed, may provide a more reactive intermediate for desired product. Using swelling

agents, the interlayer space of some host lattices, can be significantly expanded or delaminated

such that intercalation of macromolecular guests can proceed without diffusion limitations.

Examples include the insertion of Keggin ions and organic polymers into clays materials. As

an extreme case of this strategy, many layered host lattices, especially the transition metal

dichalcogenides MX2 (M = Ta, Ti, Mo, X = S, Se), MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd), MoO3, and V205
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can be exfoliated (separated) into single layer colloids via chemical or electrochemical

reactions. Chemical exfoliation of many lithium compounds may be achieved by exposure to

water or other appropiate polar solvents. Such exfoliation may arise under ambient conditions

or be assisted by mechanical stirring or exposure to ultrasonic waves.r- Flocculation of the

single layer colloid of the host in the presence of guest ions then rapidly yields intercalation

compounds. This method has proven valuable in the design and synthesis of new materials.

.- 2 ,01 127+Examples include the incorporation of two large cations, A11304(OH) 24(H

S).(PEt3)62+ into layered TaS232

1.4 Preparation of Polymer-Containing Nanocomposites

and Fe6(113-

The development of new materials with well defined molecular architectures and

tunable properties continues to be an area of research interest. To this end efforts have been

directed towards synthesizing polymer-containing nanocomposites. Synthetic strategies have

involved using intercalation processes to enforce self-assembly of guest polymers in the van

der Waal gap of 2-D host lattices with the expectation that the nanometer level guest-host

interactions favorably modify the structure and application properties of the material. The

following methods have been used to prepare polymer nanocomposites: (1) in situ

polymerization of intercalated monomers; (2) direct polymer intercalation by the exfoliation-

adsorption method; (3) melt intercalation of preformed polymers; (4) thermal conversion of

precursor polymer, and (5) polymer entrapment during template synthesis of the layered host
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lattice. Table 1.2 gives representative examples of polymer nanocomposites and their method

of preparation.

1.4.1 In situ Polymerization of Intercalated Monomers

Nanocomposition of conjugated polymers with layered solids is of interest because

of their interesting electrical and optical properties. Direct insertion of most preformed

electronically conducting polymers into 2-D host materials is hampered by their insolubility

in known solvents, as well as their chemical and oxidative instability.33 However, where the

monomeric precursor is solvent tractable, it can be intercalated and polymerized within the

interlayer space (in situ) of a host lattice. For example, nanocomposites containing conducting

poly(pyrrole), poly(aniline) and poly(thiophene) in layered FeOC1, MoO3 and V205 have been

prepared following the in situ polymerization method.34-36 Oxidative polymerization can be

initiated either by the host lattice itself, or in the presence of appropiate oxidant/initiator.

Guest monomers such as aniline, acrylonitrile, E-caprolactam and acetylene have been

polymerized in various layered host lattices.' The in situ polymerization method has been

extended to 3-D host lattices especially zeolites. Examples include the formation of

poly(acrylonitrile) chains in zeolite channels,' and the encapsulation of conducting

polyaniline, polythiophene, polypyrrole and polyacetylene in zeolite.' In general, this

method is limited because most monomers do not polymerize in situ, and polymers may also

form on the surface of the host thereby affecting the quality of the final product. In addition
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Table 1.2 Examples of some polymer-containing nanocomposites and their method of
preparation.

Guest Polymer Host Lattices Synthesis Method Ref

Polyaniline Mo03, Fe0C1, Clay, In situ polymerization 35,37
78,79Zr(HPO4)2, HFe(SO4)2

MoS2 Exfoliation-adsorption 52

Polypyrrole FeOC1, Clay, VOPO4 In situ polymerization

Polythiophene V205.nH20

Polyfuran FeOCI,

Poly(phenylenevinylene)Mo03

34,80,
81

In situ polymerization 36

In situ polymerization 78

Exfoliation-adsorption/ 60
thermal elimination

Poly(ethylene oxide), TiS2, MoS2, Mo03, Exfoliation-adsorption
V205.nH20, Clay,
MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd),

Polystyrene

Smectite clay Melt-intercalation

MO S2, Clay
organoclay,

Poly(dimethylsiloxane)Organoclay

Nylon-6 Clay

Poly(vinyl alcohol) CaAl-LDH

Polyacrylonitrile MgAl-LDH

Polyimide Clay

In situ polymerization
Melt-intercalation

Melt-intercalation

In situ polymerization

Template synthesis

In situ polymerization

Exfoliation-adsorption

45-51

54

82,83
55

84

38

62

85

86
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the nature of the polymer as well as the factors which controls polymerization in the gallery

of the host are poorly understood.

1.4.2 Direct Polymer Intercalation by Exfoliation-Adsorption Method

In some cases where the preformed polymer is soluble the nanocomposite can be

prepared by the exfoliation-adsorption method. An obvious advantage of this route is that a

preformed polymer of known molecular weight and characteristics is used. This simplifies the

characterization of the nanocomposite obtained. The general strategy involves exfoliating the

2-D host lattice into a single-sheet colloid in a suitable solvent followed by addition of the

polymer solution. The adsorption of polymer onto the exfoliated sheets often induces

aggregation and flocculation of the nanocomposites, which can subsequently be isolated.

Polymer intercalation is possible because of diminished diffusion limitations. This method has

been used to prepare nanocomposites containing poly(ethylene oxide) PE0,4"1 and

poly(aniline).' Some difficulties associated with this method lie in the necessity of a solvent

that is compatible with a given polymer-host system, as well as the co-intercalation of solvent.
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1.4.3 Latex-Colloid Interaction

To circumvent some of the difficulties mentioned above, we have developed a latex-

colloid synthetic approach for the nanocomposition of solvent intractable polymers. This

involves mixing a polymer latex containing nanoparticles with a colloidal dispersion of the

host lattice. This approach have been used to prepare nanocomposites containing

poly(pyrrole), poly(thiophene), and poly(p-phenoxyphenylene sulfide)" and are discussed in

detail in chapters 6 and 7.

1.4.4 Melt Intercalation Process

Depending on their thermal history, some polymer nanocomposites can be prepared by direct

intercalation of a liquid-phase polymer. In this method, a mixture of the polymer and the host

lattice is heated to a temperature significantly higher than the polymer glass transition

temperature (T.). At the synthesis temperature, the polymer has unrestricted local segmented

motion and is able to diffuse into the gallery of the host lattice. This method has been used

to prepare PEO-silicate nanocomposite materials. In other cases where the polymer is

essentially nonpolar, favorable interactions between the guest and the host may be enhanced

by pre-intercalating long chain alkylammonium ions, thereby increasing the organophilicity

of the host lattice. Nanocomposites derived from polymers such as poly(styrene),

poly(vinylpyridine), polysiloxanes, and layered silicates have also been prepared via melt
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intercalation.' Although the mechanism of insertion is unclear, it is thought to involve the

local exfoliation of the host to reduce the diffusion limits associated with the intercalation of

macromolecules. The main advantages include the elimination of a solvent and the

compatibility of the method with conventional plastic processing technology. It is doubtful

however if this method can be extended to crystalline or high Tg polymers. Also, the

versatility of this process regarding its applicability to other host lattices remains to be

demonstrated.

1.4.5 Thermal conversion of precursor polymers.

In the past few years, there has been considerable research into the preparation of intractable

conjugated polymers from soluble intermediate polymers. Insoluble conductive polymers such

as poly(p-phenylene), polyacetylene, poly(phenylene sulfide), and poly(phenylene vinylene)

and thermoplastics such as poly(ether ether ketone) and poly(arylene sulfide ketone) are

synthesized in high molecular weight via soluble precursor.'" These can be used to

advantage in the formation of nanocomposites. Nanocomposites containing these polymer

intermediates can be prepared using the exfoliation-adsorption method, and then these

polymers converted to the final form within the interlayer space of the host lattice.

Employing this method, Nazar and co-worker° synthesized poly(phenylene

vinylene)/Mo03 nanocomposites, by first intercalating poly(xylylene dimethylsulfonium)

cation into the gallery of Mo03. This was followed by intragallery thermal (250°C) elimination
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of dimethylsulfide to obtain the desired product. The electronic properties upon doping as

well as the optical properties of this nanocomposite are expected to be interesting. One

concern with this method though is the high temperature required for the conversion of the

precursor polymer renders it unsuitable for host lattices of low thermal stability. It will

therefore be advantageous to develop strategies that will effect the elimination at much

reduced temperatures or ambient conditions. Oriakhi and Lerner have reported an alternate,

ambient temperature method to form PPV/clay nanocomposites where the elimination of

dimethylsulfide is accomplished with a base.'

1.4.6 Template Syntheses.

Unlike the methods described above, a preformed host lattice is not used in a template

reaction. Instead, the nanocomposite is grown by spontaneous self-assembly of guest-host

ionic species from a homogeneous solution. Many of the naturally occuring intercalated

layered double hydroxides (LDHs) such as hydrotalcite and pyroaurite can be synthesized in

the laboratory and new materials with properties of interest can be designed and produced by

a judicious selection of guest and host constituent ions/molecules. A nanocomposite with

poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) incorporated into the interlayer space of calcium aluminate LDH

has been obtained by the precipitation of the LDH from an aqueous solution containing

dissolved metallic ions and polymer." Evidence from x-ray diffraction studies indicate the

LDH layers are separated by about 10 A which is consistent with a bilayer arrangement of the
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polymer in the gallery. The mechanism of polymer insertion is thought to involve polymer

assisted nucleation and growth of the LDH host crystals

1.5 Characterization of Polymer-Intercalated Nanocomposites.

An understanding of structure-property relationships is indispensable to the design,

synthesis and optimization of new materials for technological application. For most

intercalation compounds, and especially polymer intercalated nanocomposites for which large

single crystals are not readily available, only partial structural information can be obtained.

To fully understand the interplay between structure and properties, atomic and nanometer

scale characterization tools must be deployed to answer fundamental questions regarding the

orientation of guest molecules in the gallery, the thickness and stacking coherency of

intercalates, structural defects, composition profile, particle size, distribution, and

morphology. Intercalation compounds have been characterized by numerous analytical

methods including X-ray and neutron diffraction methods, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

()CPS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

atomic force microscopy (AFM), inelastic neutron scattering, perturbed angular correlation,

infrared (IR) and Raman spectroscopy, Mossbauer, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), luminescence and UV-visible spectroscopies as well

as elemental and thermal analyses.
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The orientation of guest species can provide useful information on the nature of guest -

host and guest-guest interactions at the interface. Thus an understanding of the changes in the

electronic and optical properties of intercalated species can be achieved. As a result of

extensive studies using metallocene intercalation into layered MX2 and MPX3 (X = S, Se),

the molecular dimension and orientation of guest species can now be determined from

changes in X-rays diffraction basal spacings and variable temperature proton NMR.'

PEO salt complexes have high ionic conductivity and are of great interest as solid

electrolyte in rechargeable lithium batteries, and other electronic devices.67 In the crystalline

state, PEO is believed to assume a helical conformation. High molecular weight PEO can

easily be incorporated into several layered host lattices either from aqueous solution using the

exfoliation-adsorption method' or directly by melt intercalation'. Although the

nanocomposites are of poorer crystallinity than the native host, the dimension and or

conformation of the polymer can be estimated from the lattice expansion of the 001 reflections

following intercalation. The actual orientation of PEO in the host interlayer space is still

being debated. Both helical and mono- or bilayer models have been proposed as the low

energy conformation of intercalated PEO. Some groups have suggested that an interlayer

expansion of 8.1-8.9 A obtained in the presence of excess PEO is consistent with a helical

confonnation." However evidence from diffraction and spectroscopic (IR and solid state

NMR) data for PEO intercalated Clay,' MoS2:' and Mo03" is in support of the mono- and

bilayer conformation model. For example, at low polymer loading, a pure phase material with

a lattice expansion of 4.0 - 4.5 A is obtained; this suggests an adsorbed monolayer of PEO.

When excess polymer is used, additional layers are incorporated resulting in an expansion
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twice that obtained for the monolayer sample (8-9 A depending on the host and cation

intercalated).

The orientation of conjugated polymers in the interlayer space is more

straightforward. Nanocomposites obtained by way of in situ polymerization are oriented with

their principal molecular axis either parallel or perpendicular to the plane of the host layers

depending on the electronic charge on the monomeric precursor.' Nanocomposites

containing a charged polymer can expand the galleries by 5.0 - 6.0 A with the plane of

polymer conjugation perpendicular to the host layer.' Direct incorporation of neutral

conjugated polymers yields nanocomposites with the interlayer space separated by 3.5 - 4.5

A and with the plane of polymer conjugation parallel to the host layers'.

In certain cases, nanocomposition of some structural polymers with organoclays may

yield delaminated materials with sheets separated by more than 80 A, beyond the scope of

normal X-ray diffraction resolution. However, examination by TEM can reveal domains of

parallel layers of the host and from this the layer thickness and the interlayer separation can

be determined.66'68

Some of the other characterization methods involve the determination of electrical,

optical and magnetic properties of nanocomposites. Also depending on the guest polymer and

the application properties of interest, rheological and or mechanical properties may be

evaluated. Electrical measurements may include the determination of ionic conductivity using

impedance spectroscopy in the case of insulating polymer electrolytes, or measurements of

electronic conductivity by four probe techniques for conjugated polymers. Optical properties
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of interest include luminescence, nonlinear optics, photochromism and photoinduced electron

transfer or energy storage."

1.6 Potential Applications of Nanocomposite Materials.

Several potential applications can be envisaged for organic-inorganic nanocomposite

materials. In recent years research activites have focused on the use of low dimensional

structures to design conducting polymer nanocomposites or the so-called 'molecular wires'

with enhanced electronic properties. It is speculated that such materials could revolutionize

the microelectronics industry by reducing the size of circuitry, signal processing, and

information storage to molecular dimensions." Transition-metal oxides and chalcogenides

with 3-D framework or 2-D layered structures have been actively investigated as reversible

cathodes for high energy density batteries because of their rich intercalation behavior and

electronic properties.''''' Due to the strong ionic interaction between the intercalated metal

ion and oppositely charged host layers and the restricted dimensions of the van der Waal gap

between layers, ionic mobility within the gallery is often a limitation in the utility of these

materials. However, by inserting ionically conducting PEO into the interlayer space, it may

be possible to significantly increase ion conductivities."

The incorporation of ruthenium (II) bipyridine complex (Ru(bpy)32+), and

poly(vinylpyrolidone) (PVP) into fluortetrasilic mica gives a nanocomposite with unique

photoluminescence suitable for application in optical devices.' Similarly, nanocomposition
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of luminophor materials with clay has signicantly improved the thermal stability and

luminescent light emission. There is a growing interest in the application of intercalation

compounds in nonlinear optics (NLO) because of the possibility of controlling molecular

orientation within the van der Waal gap. A noncentrosymmetric ordered arrangement of

intercalants can result in second harmonic generation (SHG). For example, the incorporation

of 4-nitrohippuric acid molecule into lithium aluminate LD173 and 4'-dimethylamino-N-

methylstilbazolium (DAMS) cation into MPS3 (M = Me, Cd'), gave nanocomposite

materials which exhibit strong second order frequency-doubling NLO effects.'

1.7 Thesis Overview

A technical challenge facing the research sector is the development or discovery of

useful new materials and new processes to keep pace with rapid progress in the energy and

information technologies. This has motivated intense research in the preparation of

nanocomposites which by virtue of the high specificity of their atomic or molecular

interactions exhibit unusual electronic, optical, catalytic, magnetic and structural properties.

Current methods for obtaining intercalated nanocomposites are limited because the

nanocomposition of many interesting polymers, especially conjugated polymers is

synthetically inaccessable. The principal aim of this thesis is to develop new synthetic

strategies of nanocomposition, and thereby expand the range of materials that can be

prepared.
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Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis describe studies of the synthesis and structural

characterization of several new layered nanocomposites derived from structural polymers and

layered double hydroxides (LDHs). The versatility of template directed synthesis approach

is demonstrated for different polymers and LDHs.

Chapter 4 investigates the use of a latex-colloid method to incorporate some

preformed conjugated polymers into layered sodium montmorillonite smectite clays. The

structure and electronic properties of the resulting nanocomposites are investigated by

standard methods.

Chapter 5 describes the preparation and characterization of new nanocomposite

materials containing conjugated backbone polymers including poly(phenylene vinylene)

(PPV), poly(phenylene sulfide) (PPS), poly(phenoxyphenylene sulfide) (PPPS), and

polyacetylene ionomer (PA). A variety of methods, including exfoliation/adsorption, chemical

conversion of intercalated precursor polymer, latex-colloid interaction approach and the

melt-intercalation process are employed in these syntheses.

Chapter 6 describes the nanocomposition of ionically conducting poly(ethylenimine)

(PEI) and layered hosts lattices including TaS2, TiS2, MoS2, MoSe2, MnPS3, CdPS3, MoO3,

and sodium montmorillonite clay, using the exfoliation-adsorption method.

Chapter 7 describes the development of methods for the rapid and quantitative

displacement of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) from layered nanocomposites. The reaction

represents the first such example in the literature.
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2.1 Abstract.

Poly(acrylic acid), poly(vinylsulfonate), and poly(styrene sulfonate) are incorporated

between the positively-charged sheets of double hydroxide layers M2A1(OH)6+ (M = Mg, Ca,

Co) and Zn3M'(OH)g+ (M' = Al, Cr) to form layered nanocomposites. The resulting

nanocomposites contain the LDH sheet structures separated by 7.6 - 17.0 A, which may

correspond to polymer bi-layers between the sheets. Preparations are carried out in deaerated

aqueous base by a template reaction involving the formation and precipitation of products

from metal nitrate-salt precursors in thepresence of the dissolved polymer. Structural details

are provided by X-ray diffraction, } 11K, elemental analyses, DSC, and TGA. SEM indicates

that the nanocomposition of LDHs with polymers provides for a different particle

microstructure as compared with the carbonate phases derived from aqueous precipitation.
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2.2 Introduction.

The layered double hydroxides (LDHs), otherwise called "anionic clays" and their

intercalation compounds have received considerable attention in recent years in view of their

potential technological importance as catalysts, ion-exchangers, optical hosts, ceramic

precursors, and antacids'. The LDH structure consists of brucite-like M(OH)2 sheets where

partial substitution of trivalent for divalent cations results in a positive sheet charge that is

compensated by anions present within interlayer galleries. LDHs are represented by the

general formula

[M(II)1.x.M(111)40H)2r. [Anm;,.nH20], with representative examples containingM = Mg,

Zn, or Ca; M = Al, Cr, or Fe; Ann' = C032-, Cl", OH NO3 or S042", and x taking values

between 0.16 and 0.45 11. Thus, the Mg- Al -CO3 -LDH with x = 0.33 is

Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3.nH20.

The two most important methods of incorporation (or nanocomposition) of polymers

within the smectite group of clay minerals and other layered inorganic hosts, such as metal

dichalcogenides, are in situ polymerization, i.e. the intragallery polymerization of intercalated

monomer12-16,
and exfoliation/adsorption, i.e. the interaction of the separated sheets of an

exfoliated host with a solution containing the desired polymer'? 20. In the resulting

nanocomposites, the polymers are included as mono- or bi-layers between anionic sheets, and

are either themselves positively charged or associated with other cations within the

nanodimensional polymeric layers. Unlike the smectite clays and some other layered

inorganic solids, the LDHs do not exfoliate into single-sheet colloids in aqueous or other
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polar solutions, consequently, pre-formed polymers cannot be incorporated by using the

exfoliation/adsorption method.

The incorporation of organic anions into LDHs has been accomplished by the

following methods: (1) an ion-exchange reaction with an LDH containing monovalent anions

such as nitrate21-24, 32, (2) the reconstitution of calcined, amorphous LDH in the presence of

an organic anion', and (3) a "template" synthesis where the LDH sheets are grown in the

presence of the desired organic anion with exclusion of carbonate'''. Since the ion-exchange

reaction proceeds via a topotactic mechanism within the LDH layers, this method of

incorporation of pre-formed anionic polymers will be kinetically limited by the slow diffusion

associated with macromolecules. Attempts to produce nanocomposites by the second

(reconsitution) method have thus far afforded only disordered or very poorly-ordered

products'.

Recently, Messersmith and Stupp reported 33 the preparation of well-ordered layered

nanocomposites derived from Ca-Al-LDH and poly(vinyl alcohol) by a template method

similar to (3) above, where the polymer is included within the host during the original sol-gel

growth of the LDH sheets. It appears likely that this method will prove to have general

application towards the introduction of pre-formed anionic polymers within LDHs.

There are relatively few other reports describing the incorporation of polymers

between LDH sheets3°-33. A poly(aniline)-LDH nanocomposite has been prepared by the in

situ oxidative polymerization of aniline in an organic-pillared hydrotalcite31, and a similar

method is described in the preparation of poly(acrilonitrile) / hydrotalcite32. The in situ

polymerization routes employed thus far have some disadvantages, namely, that the neutral
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monomers are incorporated into an LDH containing organic anions, limiting the polymer

content of the product,31-32 and the factors controlling polymerization and the nature of a

polymer formed within the interlayer space are not easily understood.

In this study, we describe the synthesis and characterization of several new

nanocomposites derived from Ca-Al-LDH, Mg-Al-LDH, Zn-Al-LDH, Zn-Cr-LDH sheet

structures and three vinylic polymers - poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), polyvinyl sulfonate) (PVS)

and poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS) by the template method.

23 Experimental.

2.3.1 Materials.

The inorganic starting materials used for all preparations described in this work were

analytical reagent grade and used without further purification. Poly(sodium 4-

styrenesulfonate) ( Mw = 70 kD); poly(acrylic acid), sodium salt (My, = 30 kD), 40 % w/w

sol. in water); and poly(vinylsulfonic acid, sodium salt) (M., = 40 -60 kD), 25 % w/w in water,

were used as obtained from Aldrich Chem. Co. Distilled and deionized water was used in all

preparations.
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2.3.2 Preparation of LDHs.

M84Al2(011)12CO31}120, Ca4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20, and Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3.11120

were prepared following a standard aqueous precipitation and thermal crystallization

method described previously by Reichle3. A solution containing both Mg(NO3)2.6H20

(2.88 g, 0.011 mol) and Al(NO3)3.9H20 (1.41 g, 0.0038 mol) in 70 mL of water was

added over 1 h to a vigorously-stirred 100 mL solution containing NaOH (3.00 g, 0.075

mol) and Na2CO3 (2.34 g, 0.022 mol). The gel obtained was aged at 65 °C for 24 h, and

on cooling, was filtered and washed with a copious amount of water. The resulting white

solid was air dried for 24 h. The Ca-Al-0O3-LDH and Zn-Al-0O3-LDHswere prepared

from the corresponding nitrate precursors in a similar manner. M (II) / M (III) ratios in

the products were taken as the initial mixing ratio during synthesis. The water content for

Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 is estimated at n = 2.8 from TGA data.

2.3.3 Preparation of polymer / LDH nanocomposites.

Polymer-containing LDHs were synthesized by reacting mixed aqueous salt solutions

with a basic solution containing dissolved polmyer. It was necessary to carry out the

preparations under a nitrogen atmosphere (using Schlenk procedures) in order to exclude air,

as the carbonate form of the LDHs are formed preferentially in the presence of CO2. A

typical synthesis, of the poly(acrylic acid) / Mg-Al-LDH nanocomposite, is described. The
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polymer (2.50 g) was dissolved in 100 mL of deaerated water in a three-necked flask and

solutions of Mg(NO3)2.6H20 (3.16 g, 0.012 mol), Al(NO3)3.9H20 (2.34 g, 0.0062 mol) and

NaOH (3.00 g, 0.075 mol) added simultaneously under vigorious stirring. The resulting

precipitate was aged at 65 °C for 24 h and then filtered, washed several times with hot water

to remove excess polymer, and dried under vacuum for 24 h. The nanocomposite is air stable

once formed. Other nanocomposites were prepared by a similar manner from nitrate

precursors.

The Zn-Cr-PVS-LDH nanocomposite was prepared by dispersing ZnO ( 3.03 g,

0.038 mol) in 100 mL of a deaerated aqueous solution containing 1.000 g of dissolved

polymer. A 50 mL solution of CrC13 (4.27 g, 0.019 mol) was added slowly, and the precipitate

isolated and dried as described above.

2.3.4 Characterization.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data on samples as prepared were collected on a

Siemens D5000 powder diffractometer, using CuKa radiation, at 0.02° 20 sec"' between 2

and 70 0. Infrared spectra were recorded on samples pressed into KBr disks (0.5 wt %

sample) using a Nicolet 510P FTIR spectrometer (resolution = 2 cm', 100 scans averaged).

A spectrum of pure KBr was collected for background correction. The morphology and

microstructure of samples were examine using an AMRAY 1000A scanning electron

microscope. Thermal analyses of powdered samples (10-20 mg) were carried out using a
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Shimadzu TGA-50 and DSC-50 in flowing air or nitrogen (50 mL / min) at 10 °C / min.

Carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen elemental analyses were carried out by Desert Analytics

(Tuscon, AZ). Sulfur analyses were found to be unreliable due to the formation of

incombustible sulfate salts.

2.4 Results and Discussion.

Air must be carefully excluded (and solutions deaerated) prior to nanocomposite

synthesis in order to avoid the incorporation of carbonate ions. The preferential incorporation

of carbonate is readily explained as a result of the favorable lattice stabilization enthalpy

associated with the small, highly-charged carbonate anions, as is well-known from similar

difficulties in preparing LDHs with exchangeable singly-charged anions such as hydroxide and

nitrate. Attempted syntheses of the polymer / LDH nanocomposites in air always resulted in

the carbonate form with no evidence of polymer incorporation. Once prepared, however, the

polymer-containing nanocomposites are air- stable. Stirring the nanocomposite in an aqueous

solution of sodium carbonate for one week, for example, does not effect exchange of

polymeric anion for carbonate. This indicates a kinetic stability of the nanocomposites which

derives from the slow diffusion of macromolecules in the galleries once formed.

XRD patterns for Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 and some nanocomposites are shown in

Figures 2.1 and 2.2, and all the XRD data obtained are summarized in Table 2.1. The

products described in the Table all exhibit only a single phase in XRD patterns. The
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Table 2.1

Product c-repeat / A A d / Aa domain size / A

Mg-Al-0O3-LDH 7.63 2.83 890

Mg-A1-PSS-LDH 20.8 16.0 120

Mg-A1-PVS-LDH 13.1 8.3 120

Mg-Al-PAA-LDH 12.0 7.2 90

Ca-A1-0O3-LDH 7.62 2.82

Ca-A1-PSS-LDH 19.6 14.8 160

Ca-Al-PVS-LDH 13.2 8.4 200

Ca-Al-PAA-LDH 12.4 7.6 290

Zn-A1-0O3-LDH 7.65 2.85 370

Zn-Al-PSS-LDH 21.6 16.8 110

Zn-Al-PVS-LDH 13.3 8.5 100

Zn-Al-PAA-LDH 12.4 8.6 90

Zn-Cr-PVS-LDH 13.0 8.2 130

Co-Al-PVS-LDH 13.3 8.5 130

a) 0 d is the gallery height taken as 0 d = c-repeat - brucite layer thickness (4.80 A)
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formation of nanocomposite products is demonstrated principally by the lack of peaks

associated with the carbonate phase and appearence instead of a phase with increased basal-

plane repeat distance (indexed as d®3 in hydrotalcite). The c-repeat for

Mg4A-12(011)12CO3nH20 is 7.63 A, and the products in Figure 2.1 have repeat distances of

12.0 (Mg-Al-PAA-LDH), 13.1 ( Mg-Al-PVS-LDH), and 20.8 A (Mg-Al-PSS-LDH).

Allowing for a thickness of 4.8 A for the brucite-like LDH sheets, these distances correspond

to galleries with "heights" along the c-axis of 7.2, 8.3, and 16.0 A for the PAA, PVS, and

PSS-containing nanocomposites, respectively. These can be compare with a "height" of 2.8

A for the carbonate-containing phases. The dimensions obtained are consistent with those

expected for the incorporation of bi-layers of anionic polymers between LDH sheets. The c-

repeat distances for PAA and PSS can be compared with those reported for acrylate (13.8

A)M andp- toluenesulfonate (17.5 - 17.8 A)3536intercalated into LDHs. Although details of

the polymer conformation cannot be determined from the XRD data, a model for the

arrangement of PVS within the intersheet galleries is shown in Figure 2.3. The arrangement

represented has anionic substituents oriented towards the LDH layers to maximize

electrostatic attractions, and allows for the hydrophobic/hydrophillic bilayer separation

favorable in many organic-pillared LDHs and other organoclays. This model may be

generalized for the other polymer / LDH nanocomposites obtained. Reactions where the

limiting reagent is PSS do not form a related monolayer structure, instead mixtures of the

bilayer phase and the LDH hydroxide are obtained.

The XRD pattern for Mg4Al2(011)12CO3nH20 exhibits a relatively sharp set of (000

reflections, indicative of a long-range ordering in the stacking dimension. The analogous
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Figure 23 Schematic model for a bilayer packing of poly(vinylsulfonate) in the LDH
interlayer space.
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peaks for the nanocomposites are broader, indicating a less-organized stacking arrangement.

The extent of peak broadening is similar with Mg, Ca, and Zn-Al-LDH nanocomposites

(Figure 2.2). Domain sizes are obtained (Table 2.1) using the Scherrer relationship, d = 0.91

/ (D cosh), where d is the coherence length for crystal ordering, X is the X-ray wavelength,

D is the peak width (in radians) at half height, and 0 is the diffraction angle.

IR spectra of Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3.2.8H20 and related nanocompositesare provided in

Figure 2.4. The strong peak at 1373 cnii in (4a) is attributed to the v3 asym. stretching mode

of the carbonate anion". The absence of both v3 peak splitting and a v1 peak near 1064 cnil

peak also indicate that the C032- resides in a high symmetry (Dm) site. Peaks at 660 and 428

cnil are associated with M-0 stretching modes in the LDH sheets. The nanocomposites (4b-

d) exhibit IR peaks characteristic of both the polymers and the LDH sheets. For example, the

IR spectra of PVS / Mg-Al-LDH and PSS / Mg-Al-LDH both contain sharp peaks at 1040

cnil and broader peaks at 1196 cnil characteristic of S-0 vibrations in RS0338. The PAA /

Mg-Al-LDH nanocomposite shows peaks characteristic of RCOi at 1455 and 1566 cm -1.

39 The absence or small size of carbonate-related peaks in the nanocomposite spectra

provides evidence that the predominant anionic species incorporated between LDH sheets are

the polymers.

Stoichiometries for the Mg2A1(OH)6[CH2CHAnnH20 series from the results of GIN

elemental analysis are provided in Table 2.2. Polymer content is calculated by assuming C

to arise only from nanocomposited polymer, i.e. no carbonate content. The polymer and

water stoichiometries obtained for Mg-Al-PS S-LDH and Mg-Al-PVS-LDH agree well with

TGA results (vide infra), while the water content for Mg-Al-PAA-LDH (n = 0.4) is found
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Figure 2.4 FTIR spectra for (a) Mg4Al2(011)12CO3nH20, (b) Mg-Al-PAA-LDH, (c)
Mg-Al-PSS-LDH and (d) Mg-Al-PVS-LDH.
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nancomposite C H N polymer empirical formula

Mg-Al-PSS-LDH 24.63 4.64 0.03 47.0 Mg2A1(OH)6[CH2CH(C6H,S03)].1.6H20

Mg-Al-PVS-LDH 7.43 4.24 0.06 33.1 Mg2A1(OH)6[CH2CHS03]2.21-120

Mg-Al-PAA-LDH 14.12 4.61 0.05 27.9 Mg2A1(OH)6[CH2CHCO2]0.4H20
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to be somewhat lower than is indiciated by TGA. This discrepancy may arise from the

presence of some carbonate in the latter sample. In all analyses, the N content was 0.03 -

0.06 wt %, placing the maximum nitrate content at less than 1 mole percent of the anions

incorporated.

TGA and derivative TGA (DrTGA) traces for Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 and the Mg-

Al-PSS-LDH nanocomposite are shown in Figure 2.5. The LDHcontaining carbonate shows

two weight loss events. The first, corresponding to 15 % wt loss between50 and 210 °C, has

been attributed to elimination of both surface adsorbed water and interlayer water molecules.

The second event, approx. 28 % wt loss from 300 - 450 °C, derives from both CO2 loss from

the decomposition of carbonate and water loss by dehydroxylation of the brucite layers'. The

total weight loss, 43.5 %, provides a water content of n = 2.8 based on complete conversion

to the metal oxides.

In contrast, three events are observed in the thermal trace obtained on the Mg-Al-

PSS-LDH nanocomposites. The first event, a 15 % wt. loss, complete by approx. 100 °C,

is ascribed to the elimination of adsorbed water at the surface and between LDH layers. A

2nd wt. loss at 300 - 500 °C (23 %) results from the dehydroxylation of the LDH layers and

partial decomposition of the polymer. After heating to 500 °C, the sample color changes

from white to black, demonstrating that the polymer has begun to degrade. The material by

heating to 500 °C is also amorphous in XRD, indicating a disruption of the brucite-like sheet

structure due to intrasheet dehydroxylation. The final wt. loss observed at approx. 800 °C

(22 %) is ascribed to complete oxidative elimination of the carbonaceous residue derived from

the initial polymer degradation. The mixed oxide recovered after heating above 900 °C is
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colorless, confirming the low carbon content in the final product. Assuming quantitative

conversion to the metal oxides:

Mg2A/(OH)6[CH2CH(C6H4S03)1.61120 > (Mg2A/015)
-CO2, CO, S02, H2O

where "Mg2A103.5" reflects the overall stoichiometry of a mixture of spine' (MgAl2O4) and

MgO, a total weight loss analysis (calc. 66.2 %; found 59.9 %) indicates that some residual

sulfate remains following thermolysis.

A previous study on poly(vinyl alcohol) / Ca-Al-LDH" provides interesting

observations on the morphology of products obtained by thermolysis and determined an

enhanced stabilization associated with the nanocomposite over the parent phases. The

morphology of catalysts derived from pyrolysis of LDH structures is also of considerable

interest.' We have examined in detail the thermal characteristics, thermolysis products, and

resulting microstructures of the nanocomposites described above, and will report these results

separately".

SEM micrographs showing the microstructures of Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 and the

three Mg-Al-LDH nanocomposite powders are shown in Figure 2.6. The more crystalline

carbonate phase (2.6a) shows an aggregate of submicron particles (estimated to be 0.1 - 0.3

[tm in diameter under higher mag.). Some of these particles have aggregated into a larger

platey mass, and a similar fine microstructure is evident on the surface of these larger



(a) (c)

(b) (d)

Figtire 2,6 SEM micrographs (3000 X mag.) for (a) Mg,AI2(OH)12CO3nH20, (b) Mg-AI-PAA-LDH, (c) Mg-Al-PVS-LDH and (d) Mg-AI-PSS-LDH.
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particles. In contrast, all the nanocomposites (2. 6b-d) show large ( > 5 sum) platey aggregates

with no observable structural details of submicron dimension.

2.5 Conclusions.

We have described the synthesis and characterization of several new nanostructured

materials based on Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 and related LDH sheet structures and the vinyl

polymers poly(acrylic acid), poly(vinyl sulfonate) and poly(styrene sulfonate). The products

are obtained under air-free conditions by a template reaction where the LDH sheets are grown

in a solution containing the desired polymer. The resulting nanocomposites contain the LDH

sheet structures separated by 7.2 - 16.8 A, which should correspond to polymer bi-layers

between the sheets. These results establish a greater generality for the template method, and

therefore indicate that a large number of additional nanocomposites can be obtained in this

manner.
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3,1 Abstract

Phase and morphological changes during thermolysis of Mg,Al2(OH)12CO3nH20, and

Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3nH20 layered double hydroxides (LDHs) and their nanocomposites with

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PSS) are studied by X-ray powder diffraction, scanning and

transmission electron micrography, (SEM and TEM) and thermal analyses.

M84Al2(011)12CO3 11H20 and the associated PSS / MgAl-LDH nanocomposites show

comparable thermal stabilities: the layered structure is lost above 300 °C with the nucleation

of MgO and MgA1204 phases at approximately 400 and 800 °C, respectively. The PSS /

ZnAl-LDH nanocomposite shows complete oxidative pyrolysis of the polyanion at 500 °C,

indicating a catalytic effect of zinc oxide on thermolysis. Crystalline oxide products are

obtained at approximately 300 °C lower temperature than from thermolysis of

Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3nH20. SEM and TEM images show that the thermolysis of LDH

carbonates produces dense aggregates containing microcrystalline particles, whereas

materials obtained from the PSS / MgAl-LDH nanocomposites exhibit a macroporous

framework structure.

Keywords: nancomposites, layered double hydroxides, poly(strenesulfonate)
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3.2 Introduction

A need for new solid materials has resulted in the investigation of new synthetic

methodologies (Whiteside et al 1991, Ozin 1992, Komarneni 1992). Increasingly complex

specifications of properties have naturally led to the investigation of processes where macro-,

micro, and nano-scale structure can be controlled. Layered double hydroxides (LDHs) exhibit

properties useful towards many technological applications, including catalysis (Constantino

and Pinnavaia 1995), ion/proton conduction (DeRoy et al 1985), anion exchange (Ookubo

et al 1993), and antacid activity (Playle et al 1974), and may also be envisioned as useful

precursors to a wide variety of technological materials.

The LDH structure consists of brucite-like [M(Il)1-xMaliY.(011)2r sheets where

charge is compensated by anions present within interlayer galleries. Although an LDH

prepared in air will incorporate carbonates almost exclusively, a variety of anions can be

incorporated into LDHs by synthesis under an inert atmosphere. LDHs have been prepared

with organic anions (Kopka et al 1988, Meyn et al 1990, Carrado et al 1993, Dutta and

Robins 1994, Chibwe and Jones 1989, Tagaya et al 1993, Park et al 1990, Raid et al 1995,

Kuwahara et al 1994) , and polymeric species (Messersmith and Stupp 1992, Oriakhi et al

1996, Challier and Slade 1994, Sugahara et al 1988). With a polymer occupying the two

dimensional galleries between brucite-like layers, the alternating nanodimensional structure

along the stacking direction can be viewed as the nanocomposition of two solid phases.

Studies of other nanocomposites containing polyethers (Aranda and Ruiz- Hitsky 1992,

Lagadic et a11992, Wu and Lerner 1993, Lemmon and Lerner 1994, Lemmon and Lerner
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1995), conjugated polymers (Oriakhi and Lerner 1995, Ruiz-llitsky 1993), or structural

polymers (Messersmith and Giannelis 1993, Lan and Pinnavaia 1994) indicate that chemical

or physical properties such as conductivity, thermal stability, and rheology can differ from

those of the parent phases or microscale composites. In particular, the thermal properties,

and thermolysis products, of polymer / LDH nanocomposites have been reported to vary

according to the molecular weight of the organic component, as well as the nature of

interaction between the composited solids (Kuwahara et al 1994, Messersmith and stupp

1995). Studies indicate that poly(vinyl alcohol) can be incorporated into the interlayer space

of a Ca-Al-LDH (Messersmith and stupp 1992) and that polymer incorporation results in both

an enhanced thermal stability and change in microstructure (Messersmith and stupp 1995).

A poly(acrylonitrile) / LDH nanocomposite has been used as a precursor for the preparation

of aluminum nitride ceramics (Sugahara et al 1988).

We have recently reported on the incorporation of the vinylic polymers, poly(acrylic

acid), poly(vinyl sulfonate), and poly(styrene sulfonate) between M2A1(OH)6+ (M = Mg, Ca,

Co) and Zn3M'(OH)8+ (M' = Al, Cr) layers to form layered nanocomposites in deaerated

aqueous solution by a template reaction (Oriakhi et al 1996). The resulting nanocomposites

contain organic layers with thicknesses of 14.8 - 16.8 A, which appear to correspond to the

incorporation of polymer bilayers between the LDH sheets. In this study, the thermolysis and

products obtained up to 1100 °C from the LDH carbonates Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 and

Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3a120 are contrasted with those derived from the nanocomposites with

poly(styrenesulfonate) (PS S).
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3.3 Experimental

The inorganic starting materials used for all preparations described in this work were

analytical reagent grade and used without further purification. Poly(sodium 4-

styrenesulfonate), or NaPSS, My, = 70 10 was used as obtained from Aldrich Chem. Co.

Distilled/deionized water was used in all preparations. Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20, and

Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3nH20 were prepared from aqueous solutions of the metal nitrates by the

precipitation and thermal crystallization method described by Reichle31. The gels obtained

were aged at 65 °C for 24 h. KID / M(III) ratios in the products were taken as the initial

mixing ratio. The water content for Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 is estimated at n = 2.8 from

TGA data.

LDH-polymer nanocomposites were synthesized by the template method described

previously (Orialchi et al 1996), where, using deaerated, aqueous solutions, the polymer and

metal salts were simultaneously added to NaOH. Careful deaeration of the solutions and a

blanketing inert atmosphere are crucial as the carbonate form preferentially precipitates in the

presence of CO2. In a typical synthesis for the Mg-Al-PSS-LDH nanocomposite, solutions

of Mg(NO3)2.6H20 (3.16 g, 0.012 mol), Al(NO3)3.9H20 (2.34 g, 0.0062 mol) and NaOH

(3.00 g, 0.075 mol) were added simultaneously to a polymer solution (2.50 g / 100 mL) under

vigorious stirring. Gels were aged at 65 °C for 24 h, then filtered, washed several times with

hot water to remove excess polymer, and dried in vacua for 24 h. Nanocomposites were air

stable once formed. Samples were heated at temperatures between 25 and 1100 °C in a
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Thermolyne (type 6000) muffle furnace for 16 hours and stored in a dessicator to minimize

rehydration.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data were collected on a Siemens D5000 powder

diffractometer (Cu Ka radiation) at 0.02° 20 see between 2 and 70 °. The XRD sample

holders employed excluded moisture. Products were examined using an AMRAY 1000A

scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a Philips CM 12 scanning transmission electron

microscope (STEM) at 100 kV. Powder samples for SEM were dusted onto an adhesive dot

on 12 mm round glass cover slips on Al mounts, then sputter-coated with approximately 10

nm of 60 / 40 wt. % Au / Pd. Samples for TEM were examined on Cu screens coated with

carbon/formvar support film.

Thermal analyses on powder samples (10 - 20 mg) were carried out using a Shimadzu

TGA-50 and DSC-50 in flowing air (50 mL / min) at 10 °C / min. DSC and derivative TGA

data were in close agreement for the samples tested. Surface area measurements were

obtained from nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms obtained using a Micromeritics

ASAP 2000 BET apparatus. Samples were outgassed in vacuo overnight at 200 °C prior to

BET analyses.

3.4 Results and Discussion

XRD analyses of the as-prepared materials are summarized in Table 3.1. The LDH

carbonates show longer-range coherence along the stacking direction, as indicated by domain
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Table 3.1 Structural data for LDH carbonates and PSS / LDH nanocomposites.

Product c-repeat / A A d / Aa domain size / Ab

Mg-Al-0O3-LDH 7.63 2.83 890

Mg -A1- PSS -LDH 20.8 16.0 120

Zn-Al-0O3-LDH 7.65 2.85 370

Zn -A1 -PSS -LDH 21.6 16.8 110

a) Ad = c-repeat - 4.80 A

b) calculated using the Scherrer relationship of domain size and peak width
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lengths calculated from (001) peak widths. The increased c-repeat distances of the

nanocomposites are consistent with the incorporation of a bilayer of PSS between the LDH

sheets.

3.4.1 Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20, PSS/MgAl-LDH nanocomposites, and
thermolysis products

XRD patterns of Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 and thermolysis products are shown in

Figure 3.1. The layered structure remains well-ordered to about 300 °C. Below 300 °C the

principal change is loss of interparticle and intragallery water (Yun and Pinnavaia 1995),

which is reversed by introduction of the sample to moist air. By 400 °C, the materials

obtained are mainly amorphous with the first appearance of broad, weak peaks of cubic MgO,

and the layer structure is not evident by XRD after heating at 500 °C. The MgO phase

remains poorly crystalline, as evidenced by the two broad peaks, until heating at 1100 °C,

where the peaks are sharpen significantly. A MgAl2O4 spinel phase first appears in XRD at

900 °C, and produces sharp diffraction peaks after heating at 1100 °C. These

observationsareconsistent with previous observations on the thermolysis of LDHs (Cavani

et al 1992) according to:

Mg4Al2(011)12CO3.nH20 (s) 4 3 MgO (s) + MgA1204 (s) + CO2 (g) + (6+n) H20(g) (1)

Thermal analyses of Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 (Figure 3.2) indicate two weight loss

endotherms in the temperature range studied; a 15 % loss below 210 °C attributed to
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Figure 3.1 XRD patterns for Mg4Al2(01-1)12CO3nH20 heated at indicated temperatures
for 16 h. Peaks are indexed as MgO (*) and MgA1204 ().
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Figure 3.2 TGA, derivative TGA, and DSC traces for Mg4Al2(011)12CO3nH20.
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elimination of surface and intragallery water, and a 28 % loss at 300 - 450 °C from

decarboxylation of intersheet CO3" and dehydroxylation of the LDH layers (Sato et a11986).

The total weight loss, 44 %, provides a water content of n = 2.8 based on the conversion

of the LDH carbonate to oxides according to reaction (1).

XRD patterns of PSS / MgAl-LDH (Figure 3.3) indicate no irreversible structural

changes below 250 °C. The layered nanocomposite peaks begin to disappear after heating

above this temperature. The material remains colorless, indicating that the polymer has not

carbonized, whereas the material recovered after heating at 400 °C is black. These

observations coincide with thermal analysis of the PSS / MgAl-LDH nanocomposite (see

below) and native Na-PSS, where the onset of polymer degradation occurs at approximately

400 °C. Materials obtained between 400 and 1100 °C show XRD patterns similar to those

observed in decomposition products of the carbonate. Several small unassigned peaks were

observed after heating the nanocomposite at 1100 °C.

Three transition regions are observed in thermal analyses on PSS / MgAI -LDH

(Figure 3.4). First, a 15 % loss endotherm, from ambient to approximately 100 °C is

ascribed to the elimination of surface and intragallery water (which provides a value ofn =

1.6 in Mg2A1(OH)6[CH2CH(C6H4S03)1020). A 23 % loss at 300 - 500 °C is ascribed to

dehydroxylation of the LDH layers and partial decomposition of polymer. The DSC data

indicate that this region contains a broad exothermic peak (ascribed to polymer oxidation) and

sharper endothermic loss (from LDH dehydration). Finally, a 22 % loss at 800 °C is ascribed

to the oxidative elimination of the carbonaceous residue generated during initial polymer
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XRD patterns for the PSS / MgAI -LDH nanocomposite heated at indicated
temperatures for 16 h. Peaks are indexed as MgO (*), MgAI2O4 (), and
unidentified (o).
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Figure 3.4 TGA, derivative TGA, and DSC traces for the PSS / MgAI -LDH
nanocomposite.
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degradation. The thermal analysis of pure Na-PSS shows a similar high temperature event

at 750 °C.

The mixed oxide recovered after heating the nanocomposite above 900 °C is colorless,

indicating the complete elimination of carbon. Based on the decomposition:

mg24/(9H)6[cH2cH(c6H4s03)]1.61120 > (Mg 241035)
-CO 2' CO SO 2, H2O

(2)

where "Mg2A103.5" indicates a stoichiometric mixture of MgA1204 and MgO, the total weight

lost obtained by heating to 1100 °C is somewhat less than calculated (calc. 66.2 %, exptl.

59.9 %). Several small, unidentified peaks appear in this product, which may explain this

lower weight loss. In sum, the PSS / MgAI -LDH nanocomposite does not show significantly

higher thermal stability than the carbonate form, and produces predominately the same phases

following high temperature treatment.

The as-prepared Mg4Al2(OH)12CO3nH20 consists principally of aggregates of

submicron crystallites, 0.1 - 0.3 pm in diameter.(Oriakhi et al 1996) After heating to 1100

°C, SEM (Figure 3.5) shows the formation of denser aggregates with diameters of several

microns, close examination by SEM reveals that these are comprised of submicron platelets

and needles similar to the fine microstructure prior to heating.

In contrast, the as-prepared PSS / MgAI -LDH nanocomposite consists of very large

(10 - 100 Am) particles with no observable structural details of submicron dimension (Figure

3.6a). When heated to 600 °C, the growth of crystallites at the particle surfaces is evident



Figure 3.5 Scanning electron micrographs (SEMI of Nig,Al2(OH)12CO3.n1120 heated at

1100 °C.
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Figure 3.6 SEM of the PSS / MgAI-LDH nanocomposite (a) as prepared, (b) heated at
600 °C, and (c) heated at 1100 °C.
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(3. 6b), and XRD data indicates the presence of a cubic MgO phase in the sample. After

heating to 1100 °C (3.6c), micrographs show an open macroporous framework structure

consisting of fused micron-size particles. The framework contains pores several microns in

diameter, but BET analyses of the samples (Table 3. 2) indicate that they have relatively low-

surface areas and the material is not microporous. Low surface areas are not surprising

following the high-temperature treatment.

TEM images and area diffraction (Figure 3.7) of the material heated at 1100 °C show

that these micron-size particles each contain multiple crystallites. A higher-resolution image

of one particle (Figure 3.8) shows several crystalline regions. The TEM area diffraction

(obtained on a 7 gm diameter spot) and XRD diffraction patterns correlate closely, (Table

3.3) indicating that both MgO and MgA1204 are present in each of the framework particles.

These data indicate the significant effect of nanocomposition on product

macrostructure. The small crystallites obtained by precipitation of the LDH carbonate results

in a similar macrostructure for materials treated at high temperature. In contrast, the PSS /

MgAI -LDH nanocomposites are precipitated as less-ordered materials with larger particle

dimensions, and these form a framework on sintering. The effect is apparently due to the loss

of material during polymer degradation, which occurs in the same temperature range as

nucleation of the final crystalline phases. By controlling the nature of polymer and content

of the inorganic host, it should be possible to obtain some degree of control over the product

micro- and macro-structures.
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Table 3.2 BET surface areas and average pore diameters for LDH carbonates and
PSS / LDH nanocomposites heated at 1100 °C.

Product BET Surface Area
m2/g

Avg. Pore Diameter
A

Mg-Al-0O3-LDH 34.0 158

Mg-Al-PSS-LDH 2.9 232

Zn-Al-0O3-LDH 1.9 142

Zn -A1 -PSS -LDH 1.0 92



Figure 3.7

3

(a) TEM image for the PSS / MgAl-LDH nanocomposite heated at 1100 °C.
(b) selected area diffraction for the micrograph in (a), the diffracting area
diameter is approximately 7 gm.
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Table 3.3 X-ray and selected area electron diffraction data for PSS / MgAl-LDH
nanocomposite heated at 1100 °C for 16 h.

X-Ray
Diffraction

4.667 A

3.929

3.494

Electron
Diffraction

4.68 A

Literature Values
MgO (hkl) MgA1204 (hkl)

4.669 A (111)

2.857 2.85 2.859 (220)

2.814

2.640

2.436 2.42 2.431 (111) 2.438 (311)

2.333 2.334 (222)

2.107 2.13 2.106 (200)

2.020 2.00 2.022 (400)

1.649 1.651 (422)

1.555 1.56 1.556 (511, 333)

1.490 1.49 1.489 (220)

1.429 1.44 1.429 (440)

1.366 1.367 (531)

1.23 1.270 (311) 1.233 (533)

1.16 1.167 (444)

1.06 1.053 (400) 1.053 (553, 731)

Literature data (Galaso 1970) using Fm3m symmetry for MgO with a = 4.2112 A,
Fd3m symmetry for MgAl2O4 with a = 8.086 A.
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3.4.2 Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3nH20, PSS / ZnAI -LDH nanocomposites, and
thermolysis products

XRD patterns following thermolysis of ZNA12(OH)16CO3nH20 and the PSS / ZnAI-

LDH nanocomposite show similar results to those above, crystalline ZnO and ZnA120, spinel

phases are produced at higher temperatures.(Figures 3.9-10) Both materials become

primarily amorphous after heating at 300 °C, but the nanocomposite forms more highly

crystalline materials at lower temperatures than the LDH carbonate. The ZnO phase derived

from the nanocomposite shows a notable increase in crystallinity from 400 °C to 500 °C,

whereas a similar material is not obtained until the LDH is heated to 800 °C. Similarly, the

spinel phase arises after heating the nanocomposite at 500 °C, but not until heating the LDH

to 700 - 800 °C.

Zn6Al2(014)16CO3 nH20 shows a gradual weight loss after the water / CO2 losses at

150 - 300 °C (Figure 3.11). Derivative TGA and especially DSC show that two endotherms

occur in this region, and these may be ascribed to loss of inter- and intra-sheet water,

respectively. Thermal analyses for the PSS / ZnA1 -LDH nanocomposite (Figure 3.12)

indicate that PSS decomposes exothermically within the galleries at 450 - 550 °C: the native

Na-PSS polymer also shows a large weight loss in this range. A second weight loss is seen

at 750 °C for Na-PSS and approx. 800 °C for PSS / MgAl-LDH nanocomposite, but is not

observed for the PSS / ZnAl-LDH nanocomposite. Since ZnO is amphoteric and can be

expected to exhibit chemistry different from basic MgO, it is reasonable to conclude that ZnO

derived from the decomposition is responsible for catalyzing the oxidative decomposition of

PSS. As a test, a 1/1 (w/w) physical mixture ofNa-PSS and ZnO was heated, and also shows
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Figure 3.9 XRD patterns for Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3nH20 heated at indicated temperatures
for 16 h. Peaks are indexed as ZnO (*) and ZnA1204 ()
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Figure 3.10 XRD patterns for the PSS / ZnAl-LDH nanocomposite heated at indicated
temperatures for 16 h. Peaks are indexed as ZnO (*) and MgA1204 ().
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Figure 3.11 TGA, derivative TGA, and DSC traces for Zn6Al2(OH)16CO3nH20.
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Figure 3.12 TGA, derivative TGA, and DSC traces for the PSS / ZnAI -LDH
nanocomposite.
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complete polymer degradation in a single event between 450 and 500 °C. Alternatively, the

thermodynamic stabilities of reactants and products can be considered: the inclusion of p-

toluenesulfonate into a MgAl-LDH host is reported to result in an increased thermolysis

temperature relative to its sodium salt (Kuwahara et al1994), this was explained in terms of

the thermodynamic stabilities associated with the sodium and nanocomposited forms of the

organoanion.

The sudden thermolysis of PSS / ZnAl-LDH between 300 - 500 °C is also illustrated

in TGA of the heat-treated materials (Figure 3.13). The enhanced crystallinity for products

obtained at 500 °C and above therefore coincides with, or occurs at temperatures just above,

the catalytic degradation of polymer.
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4.1 Abstract.

Nanocomposites are prepared with the layered hosts Na-Montmorillonite, MoS2,

Mo Se2, TiS2, TaS2, MoO3, and MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd) incorporating linear poly(ethylenimine)

(LPEI) by reaction of the colloidal host and LPEI in aqueous solution. The products exhibit

lattice expansions along the stacking direction of 3.9 - 4.7 A and polymer contents of 13 - 18

mass percent, consistent with the formation of a single adsorbed monolayer of LPEI between

host sheets. The reaction pH and FTIR spectroscopic analyses indicate a low degree of

protonation for the included polymer. Results are compared with those obtained with PEO

and are discussed in terms of an energetic model for nanocomposite formation.
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4.2 Introduction.

There has been considerable interest and research activity in the preparation and

characterization of nanostructured materials containing polymers, especially where polymers

are incorporated within layered hosts. Much of the work in this area has involved either

polyethers," polymers with conjugated backbones," or structural polymers.' In the case

of polyethers, applications for nanocomposites should include use in batteries, electrochromic

devices, or sensors as electrodes or electrolytes (depending on the electronic and redox

properties of the polymer and layered host), and ion exchangers or absorbers.

Nanocomposites of high molecular weight poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) with clays," MnPS3,4

Zr(HPO4)2,5 MoS2,6 TiS2,7 Mo03,8 and V205 9 have been mostly prepared utilizing the

exfoliation-adsorption method, although there have been reports of other synthetic methods

such as melt processing.3'24 In all these PEO-containing nanocomposites, the maximum

thickness obtained for the incorporated polymer layer is approximately 8 - 9 C. This

separation can be ascribed to a bilayer of PEO, with two polymer layers strongly adsorbed

to each host sheet in a stacked structure. Studies of these materials indicate that potentially

useful properties such as enhanced ionic conductivition,' increased thermal stability,' and

novel phase transitions' can be realized.

As with PEO, poly(ethylenimine) (PEI), (CH2CH2NH)a will dissociate lithium salts or

acids (like H3PO4) to form complexes with high ionic conductivities.' PEI (or its

complexes) has been proposed for a variety of applications, including solid electrolytes in all-
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solid-state batteries or electrochromic devices, optical sensors, waste water remediation, and,

in the biomedical area, carcinogen binding or controlled drug delivery.'

Since PEO and PEI are structurally and chemically similar, it seems reasonable to

expect that PEI will form nanocomposites related to those obtained with PEO. To date,

however, there has been far less attention paid to the incorporation of PEI within layered

hosts. The authors are aware of only one previous report in the literature, a description of

the incorporation of both PEO and branched PEI within zirconium phosphates.' In this study,

we report the incorporation of linear PEI into a number of layered hosts, including Na-

Montmorillonite, MoS2, MoSe2, TiS2, TaS2, MoO3, and MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd).

4.3 Experimental.

4.3.1 Reagents.

The solvents used for all preparations described in this work were analytical reagent

grade and were used without further purification. Depending on the method of synthesis, PEI

can be synthesized as a linear (LPEI) or branched (BPEI) polymer, and high molecular

weights of both forms can be obtained commercially. LPEI (M, = 40 - 60 kD) was used as

obtained from Pfaltz and Bauer, Inc. Distilled, deionized water was used in all preparations.

The Na-montmorillonite used in this work was purified as previously reported.2 Lithiated
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MoS2 (Aldrich, 99%), MoSe2 (John Matthey, 99%) and TiS2 (John Matthey, 99%) were

prepared by reaction of the dichalcogenides with butyllithium (Aldrich, 1.6 M in hexane)

following a standard procedure." Li.TaS2 was prepared by reaction of TaS2 (John Matthey,

99 %) with 0.5 M LiOH (Aldrich, 98 %) following a literature method.34 Lix.Mo03 was

prepared by the reaction of MoO3 (Aldrich, 99.5%) with Na2S2O4 (Mallinckrodt, reagent

grade) to afford NaxMo03, and subsequent ion-exchange with LiC1 according to a literature

method.' MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd) was prepared by heating high purity ( > 99.9%) metal (Mn)

or sulfide (CdS) with a stoichiometric quantity of red phosphorus (Aldrich, 99.99%) and

sulfur (Aldrich, 99.999%) in an evacuated, sealed silica ampoule at 650 or 680 °C for one

week.

4.3.2 Synthesis of nanocomposites.

All LPEI-containing nanocomposites were prepared by (1) exfoliation of the host

lattice and (2) interaction of the colloid with excess LPEI in aqueous solution. TaS2, MoS2,

MoSe2, and MoO3 were exfoliated by ultrasonication (GE 600W) of the lithiated compounds

at ambient temperature in water (10 min, 1.00 g / 200 mL). An aqueous solution containing

excess LPEI (0.33 g / 50 mL) was slowly added and the mixtures stirred for 2 h. The

nanocomposites spontaneously flocculated and were filtered from the solution, washed with

copious amounts of water, and dried in vacuo (48 h at 80 /C). The LPEI / TiS2
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nanocomposite was prepared in a similar manner using methanol for the exfoliation of LiXTiS2.

The LPEI / Na-montmorillonite nanocomposite was also prepared as above using a dispersion

of Na-montmorillonite in water (1.00 g / 200 mL).

LPEI was incorporated within MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd) by a method similar to that

described by Lagadic, et al 4 for the incorporation of PEO. Hydrated potassium ions were

first intercalated into MPS3 by reaction of the solid with excess 3 M KC1 solution. The

Kx(H20)yMPS3 was dried in vacuo and then dispersed in water (1.00 g / 100 mL) using

ultrasound. An aqueous solution of LPEI was added (0.33 g / 100 mL) and the mixture

stirred overnight at 40 °C before isolation and drying as indicated above.

4.3.3 Characterization.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data on samples were collected on a Siemens D5000 powder

diffractometer, using CuK. radiation (1.5418 A), at 0.02° 22 sec"' between 2 and 60 ° 22.

Infrared spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 510P FTIR spectrometer (resolution = 2 cm-1,

100 scans averaged). Samples were pressed into KBr disks for analysis between 4000 - 400

cm-1, or cast as films onto a sapphire window for detailed spectra of the region between 4000

and 2000 cm4. Thermal analyses of powdered samples (10 - 20 mg) were carried out at 10

°C / min under flowing air (50 mL / min) using a Shimadzu TGA-50.
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4,4 Results and Discussion

XRD data for the nanocomposite products are provided in Figures 4.1 - 4.3 and the

data summarized in Table 4.1. The products display one or more (000 reflections, and these

peaks are broader than those of the original layered host structure. Stacking coherence

lengths are estimated using the Scherrer relation and strongest reflection and indicated in the

Table. From these data, it can be seen that the products show a range of ordering, with

average stacking domains consisting of approximately 10 to nearly 100 repeat units. The

nanocomposites derived from LPEI and MPS3 are most highly ordered, exhibiting up to 5

basal-plane reflections and coherence lengths of . 500 - 1000 C. In most of the products, all

observed reflections are related to the expanded nancomposite; however, the LPEI / TaS2

also exhibits weaker reflections for the restacked host structure.

The observed lattice parameters indicate expanded dimensions along the stacking

direction (Ad) for all the PEI - containing nanocomposites in the range of 3.9 - 4.7 D; this can

be compared with expansions of 8.1 - 9.3 A for PEO - containing nanocomposites prepared

with excess PEO. The values for Ad are here calculated relative to the unintercalated host

structure (with the exception of Na-montmoriLlonite), and are therefore indicative of the

accommodation of both LPEI and alkali metal counter ions between host sheets. The

advantage of this method of calculation is that both distances are directly obtained from

experiment; however, some consideration of the data is necessary before the comparison of

Ad with different hosts. For Na-montmorillonite, the layered host dimension already includes
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Figure 4.1 XRD data for (a) LPEI / Na-montmorillonite and (b) LPEI / MoO3. The
starred peaks arise from an Si02 impurity.
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Figure 4.2 XRD data for (a) LPEI / MoSe2, (b) LPEI / TiS2, (c) LPEI / MoS2, and (d)
LPEI / TaS2. Starred peaks correspond to the unexpanded layered phase.
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Table 4.1 X-ray diffraction data for LPEI and PEO - containing layered nanocomposites.

host
basal-repeat

LPEI nanocomposite
basal-repeat Ad * coherence

length

PEO nanocomposite
basal-repeat nd ref

Na-mont 9.6 A 13.8 A 4.2 A 230 A 17.7 A b 8.1 A 2
13.7 4.1

MoS2 6.1 10.1 4.0 120 14.5 8.4 6

MoSe2 6.5 11.1 4.6 180 15.2 8.7 8

TiS2 5.7 9.6 3.9 90 14.2 8.5 7

TaS2 6.0 9.9 3.9 480 14.6 8.6 42

MoO3 6.9 11.6 4.7 200 16.0 b 9.1 8

12.7 5.8

MnPS3 6.5 10.5 4.0 490 15.2 8.7 4

CdPS3 6.6 10.6 4.0 920 15.9 9.3 4

' Ld = difference between basal-repeat for the nanocomposites and unintercalated layered hosts
b bold indicates the phase produced with excess polymer reagent
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Na+, which can explain the somewhat smaller value calculated for /Ad. The MPS3

nanocomposites are prepared from intercalation compounds containing IC , and therefore can

be expected to show expansions of approx. 0.5 A greater than when Lr is incorporated. The

extent of reduction of the hosts also varies, which leads to different concentrations of alkali

metal cations within the galleries. When the data are reviewed, it is clear that excess reagent

LPEI is taken up into all these layered nanocomposites to form polymer layers with very

nearly 1/2 the expansion seen with excess PEO.

PEO assumes a helical conformation in bulk crystalline form,' and also in many

complexes with salts at ambient temperature,' but we have presented evidence previously

that the expanded galleries obtained in nanocomposites contain one or two closely-adsorbed

monolayers depending on polymer loading38 Evidence in favor of an alternate model where

the polymer maintains a helical conformation in the galleries has also been presented.' The

data obtained with LPEI are more directly understandable using the bilayer model for PEO,

in this case LPEI forms a single adsorbed monolayer between host sheets. Steric

consideration of the polymer within galleries that are restricted to approx. 4 A height can only

allow LPEI to be present as a closely-attached monolayer.

Costantino and Marmottini have reported the inclusion of PEO and branched PEI

within zirconium phosphate.' The incorporation of PEI leads to two different expanded

materials: one phase with polymer-layer dimensions near 4 A, similar to those obtained with

PEO / zirconium phosphate and the data reported here in Table 4.1, and another phase with

a much larger expansion of > 10 A. In preliminary work on the incorporation of LPEI within
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HTilTb05, we have also obtained expansions of = 10 - 20 A.38 The structure of the polymer

layer in these very large galleries remains unknown. One significant difference between PEI

and PEO lies in the possible protonation of PEI in aqueous solution via:

(CH2CH2NH) + H30+ = (CH2CH2NH2+). + H2O (1)

It may therefore be significant that the hosts showing large expansions are relatively acidic.

The relation of pH and extent of protonation on LPEI is discussed in greater detail below.

The FTIR spectrum for the PEI / Na-montmorillonite nanocomposite (Figure 4.4)

exhibits the characteristic adsorption peaks of both LPEI and montmorillonite. Peaks from

M-0 vibrations (at 1040 cnii, 522, and 468 cm-1) within the clay sheets are observed, and

peaks near 3620 and 3400 cnilare characteristic of structural hydroxyl groups and interlayer

water, respectively." The characteristic absorption peaks of N-H (3200 - 3300 cm-1), C-H

(2931, 2817, 1460 cm 1) and C-N (1300 cm ) vibrations are observed for the nanocomposite

and native LPEI.

The N-H stretching vibration can be diagnostic of the charge state and extent of

hydrogen bonding for amines, and this region was examined in detail using thin films of

polymer or nanocomposite cast onto a sapphire window. (Figure 4.5) LPEI exhibitsa peak

at 3275 cm', similar to that reported previously for LPEI (3260 cm') and the symmetric

stretch of secondary amines in branched PEI (32773 or 3282 cm 1).30 The peak broadens and
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Figure 4.4 F lilt spectra for (a) Na-montmorillonite, (b) LPEI / Na-montmorillonite, and
LPEI.
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shifts to 3402 cm-1 after reaction of LPEI with 1 M HC1 (5a) to obtain the polymer in highly

protonated form.° The LPEI / Na-montmorillonite nanocomposite presents a peak at 3263

cm', similar to that for neutral rather than protonated LPEI. These spectroscopic data

therefore indicate that the polymer is found primarily in basic form in the nanocomposite.

Additionally, the extent of hydrogen bonding for LPEI within the host galleries appears to be

similar to that for the native polymer, for shifts of > 20 mil have been reported upon

diminution of the H-bonding from ion associations.' A second peak at 3620 cnil is similar

to that observed in Na-montmorillonite and ascribed to the 0-H stretch within the clay sheets.

The broader peak at 3430 cm"i seen in Na-montmorillonite, ascribed to interlayer water," is

absent from the nanocomposite spectrum.

Thermogravimetric analyses for LPEI / MoO3 and LPEI / MnPS3 nanocomposites are

presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 and the data obtained for these products and LPEI / Na-

montmorillonite and LPEI / CdPS3 are summarized in Table 4.2. For all these samples, two

or three mass loss regions are observed: the first, below 200 °C, is associated with

dehydration. A loss of 13 - 18 mass percent within the range of 200 - 600 °C is ascribed to

thermolysis and elimination of LPEI, and the onset temperatures for degradation of the host

structures are noted. Thermal analyses for the MS2-based nanocomposites are less conclusive

because of host degradation prior to complete elimination of the organic component, and

there may be some overlap of these events for LPEI / Na-montmorillonite. The polymer

content in the nanocomposites is somewhat greater than 1/2 that of nanocomposites prepared

using excess PEO (22 - 27 %).4" The TGA data do not show indicate a significant enhanced
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Figure 4.6 Thermogravimetric analyses (TGA) for (a) LPEI, (b) LPEI / MoO3, and (c)
MoO3.
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Table 4.2 Temperatures and mass losses from dehydration, polymer degradation, and
host degradation in LPEI-containing nanocomposites.

Thermal Event LPEI / Na-Mont LPEI / MoO3 LPEI / MnPS3

water loss 75 - 165 °C amb - 170 amb - 80

LPEI / CdPS3

amb - 95
3 mass % 7 2 2

LPEI degradation 245 - 590 °C 274 - 524 241 - 377 221 - 377
18 mass % 16 17 13

host degradation
(onset temp)

590 °C 780 550 535
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thermal stability of LPEI associated with nanocomposition, an effect that has been observed

for some other polymers in layered hosts.'

The thermodynamic stability of polymer-containing nanocomposites may derive from

either (1) the electrostatic attraction of an ionomer for oppositely-charged sheet surfaces, or

(2) the solvation ions present within the galleries. In the case of PEO, the strong coordination

of the etheric oxygen to alkali metal cations contributes to the incorporation of these neutral

polymers according to the second model. The charge on LPEI is variable and related to

solution pH, so that either (or some combination) of these energetic terms might be operative.

Titration data for LPEI 41 provide the extent of protonation (a) of LPEI:

a = [-NI12+-] / ([ -NH -] + [-N112+-]) (2)

to be pH = 9, a 0 0.3, and pH = 10, a 0 0.1. The pH conditions for the reaction solutions

are listed in Table 4.3, and indicate that the LPEI should typically be present with only a small

fraction of amine functions protonated. As discussed above, FTIR data also indicate that

LPEI is incorporated in mainly neutral form within the polymer. We conclude, therefore, that

the polymer has a low charge density within these materials obtained, and that the driving

force to incorporate LPEI within these galleries is therefore cation solvation.
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Table 4.3 Reaction solution pH before and after addition of LPEI.

PH
host suspension after LPEI addition

LPEI (polymer only)

Na-mont 7.6

10.0

9.5

Li.MoS2 11.1 10.2

LiMoSe2 11.2 10.5

LiXTiS2 11.2 10.6

Li JaS2 11.6 11.5

LiMo03 3.5 9.0

IcMnPS3 7.5 9.6

ICCdPS3 7.3 9.7
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The presence of a large excess of the polymer in these syntheses does not result in the

incorporation of more than an LPEI monolayer between the host sheets. In contrast, PEO

is included as a bilayer when reacted in excess with all these hosts. An explanation for this

different behavior can lie in the greater solvation energy of PEO for alkali metal cations,

which compensates for the loss of lattice enthalpy due to expansion, and thus allows for

greater uptake of polymer.
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5.1 Abstract,

The reaction of tetraethylammonium salt with the nanocomposites

K0.2(C2H40)23M09PS3 (M = Mn, Cd) under ambient conditions results in the rapid and

quantitative displacement of the polymer to form the alkylammonium intercalate. Solid

reactants and products, characterized using XRD, TGA, IR, gel permeation chromatography,

and elemental analyses, show that these displacement reactions go to completion with no

polymer degradation after initial formation of the nanocomposite. Pseudo-reaction rates (0.0

to 7.8 tnitil) are obtained using temporal XRD studies for different cations, concentrations,

and polymer molecular weights. Reaction rates increase by lowering polymer molecular

weight from 5 x 106 to 1 x 105D. A strong rate dependence is observed for alkylammonium

concentration, and displacement occurs very slowly, or only to a limited extent, for

tetramethylammonium, tetrapropylammonium, and tetrabutylammonium salts. A reaction

mechanism is proposed from observed trends. Rapid displacement is also reported for other

layered nanocomposites containing poly(ethylene oxide), including those with Lix.MoS2, Na-

montmorillonite, and LiMo03.
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5.2 Introduction.

Considerable research activity has focused on the formation of two-dimensional

materials comprised, at the nanoscale, of alternating layers of organic polymers and inorganic

sheet structures. These materials can be described, depending on one's frame of reference,

as intercalation compounds of polymers within layered hosts, or as nanocomposites of two

solid phases. A principal reason for the recent interest in these materials lies in the

thermochemical,[1] rheological,[2] electrical,[3] and optical [4] properties that can be realized

in such assemblies. Along with new properties are the associated possibilities of exercising

a greater control over the physical and chemical behavior of solids

Although the enthalpic terms associated with forming intercalation compounds of

small molecules and polymers, very different preparative strategies are generally required.

The difference derives from the large size of polymer molecules, which kinetically

limits a topotactic mechanism wherein molecules diffuse into an existing layered structure.

Synthetic strategies that have been successfully employed to prepare polymer-containing

nanocomposites include the following: (a) the in situ polymerization of small precursors that

are first incorporated by a topotactic mechanism,[5,6] (b) the exfoliation of a layered

inorganic structure, adsorption of a polymer onto the exposed surfaces from solution, [7,8]

or emulsion, [9] and subsequent flocculation of nanocomposite, (c) melt intercalation where

a polymer is heated above the glass transition,[10] and (d) the use of a polymer as a template

for growth of the inorganic layers.[11,12]
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Poly(ethylene oxide), (C2H40), [PEO] is employed commercially for a variety of

applications, [13] and use in polymer electrolytes has been studied widely. [14] Advantages

in using nanocomposites rather than bulk PEO can include changes in rheological and

electrical properties. [15] Several reports have appeared on the formation of layered

nanocomposites containing PEO or other poly- or oligo-ethers. The inorganic structures

studied include montmorillonite, [16] MoS2, [1] TiS2, [17] MoO3, [18] and MnPS3.[19] In

each of these examples, the PEO layers at maximum polymer incorporation have dimensions

of 8 - 9 A along the stacking direction, which is consistent with a bilayer of the polymer

adsorbed onto the encasing inorganic surfaces. [Table 5.1] The polymer layers also contain

alkali metal cations, which are solvated by PEO and compensate the negative charge of the

inorganic layers.

Profound differences exist between nanocomposited and bulk crystalline PEO: for

example, no melting transition is observed in the former case. In fact, little is certain about

the conformation of PEO within these two-dimensional galleries: learning structural details

of a highly disordered component in a solid is generally difficult, also, the samples must not

contain any unincorporated polymer to avoid misinterpretation of results. Studies have

included IR, NMR, electrical, and compositional analyses, [1,15,18] but many questions

remain difficult to answer. Besides conformational analyses, fundamental polymer properties

such as the average molecular weight can be difficult to assess within nanocomposites.

Although the primary PEO structure, maintained by covalent linkages, should not be affected

by nanocomposition with montmorillonite, but this is not a safe assumption when chemically-
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Table 5.1 Basal repeat distances and expansions for PEO-containing

layered nanocomposites.

Host alkali metal basal-repeat

Mont- Na 17.7 A b

Ad a

8.1 A

reference

16

morillonite 13.7 4.1

MoS2 Li 14.5 8.4 1

MoSe2 Li 15.2 8.7 7

TiS2 Li, Na 14.2 8.5 17

TaS2 Li 14.6 8.6 27

MoO3 Li 15 - 16 b 8 - 9 18,7

12.9 6.0 18

MnPS3 K 15.3 -8.8

11.3 4.8

CdPS3 K 15.6 9.1

11.4 4.9

a Ad = difference between basal-repeat for the nanocomposites and

unintercalated layered host
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active hosts are involved. A more complete understanding the nature of the PEO / inorganic

adsorption interaction and how this affects polymer conformation and viscoelasticity would

also be useful, because these molecular properties underlie macroscopic properties such as

ionic conductivity and rheology.

One useful tool for analyzing polymer-containing nanocomposites would be a method

for the quantitative removal and redissolution of the polymer, to allow for subsequent

standard spectroanalysis. The same kinetic limitation that prohibits topotactic incorporation

of polymers, however, applies to their removal. Reports have appeared on the extraction of

polymers from layered nanocomposites.[1,20,21] However, these either do not provide

information as to the extent of polymer extraction, or indicate that only a fraction of the

polymer is removed. In either case, it is difficult to know whether the polymer subsequently

analyzed represents that present in the nanocomposite.

In this study, we report for the first time a rapid, quantitative, and general method for

extracting PEO from layered hosts. The polymer is displaced using aqueous

tetraethylammonium salt under ambient conditions. The reaction with Ic(C2H40)yMi.,2PS3

(M = Mn, Cd) is analyzed in detail and kinetic effects described.
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5.3 Experimental.

5.3.1 Materials.

Polyethylene glycol standards (M, = 2 x 103, 5 x 103 and 1 x 104D) were obtained

from American Polymer Standards. PEO standards (M= 4.6 x 104, 9.5 x 104, 1.7 x 105, 2.5

x 10' and 9.1 x 105D) were obtained from Tosoh Corp. Commercial PEO (Aldrich, Ms =

1 x 105, 9.8 x 105 and 5 x 106 D) was used for larger scale reactions. Lithiated MoS2 was

prepared by reaction of MoS2 (Aldrich, 99%) with butyl lithium (Aldrich, 1.6 M in hexane)

following a standard procedure.[22] LiMo03was prepared by reaction of MoO3 (Aldrich,

99.5%) with Na2S2O4 (Mallinckrodt, reagent) to afford NaMo03, and subsequent ion-

exchange using a literature method.[23] Sodium montmorillonite clay (SWy-1, Clay Sources)

was purified according to a procedure reported previously.[16]

MPS3 (M = Mn, Cd) was prepared by heating high-purity Mn (99.9%) or CdS ( >

99.9%) with a stoichiometric amount of red phosphorus (Aldrich, 99.99%) and sulfur

(Aldrich, 99.999%) in vacuo in a silica ampule at 650 or 680 °C for 1 week. The product

identities and purities were determined by X-ray diffraction. The potassium hydrate

intercalation compound, KMnI...,2PS3 45H20, was subsequently formed via reaction of MnPS3

with 3M KC1. The product was repeatedly centrifuged and washed with water, then dried.

For CdPS3, this reaction was carried out in the presence of EDTA and a NaHCO3 / Na2CO3
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buffer solution. A composition of Ka3Mno.s5PS3.1.0H20 was determined using TGA and K

analysis.

All other reagents and solvents were ofan analytical reagent grade and used without

further purification.

5.3.2 Synthesis of nanocomposites.

The PEO / K.K.,v2PS3 (M = Mn, Cd) nanocomposites were prepared using the

procedure described previously.[19] The potassium hydrate intercalates were dispersed in

water using ultrasound (1.00 g / 100 mL), added to aqueous PEO (0.50 g / 100 mL), stirred

overnight at 40 °C. The nanocomposites were isolated by filtration, washed copiously with

water to remove any unreacted polymer, and dried in vacuo at 80 °C for 48 h. PEO / MoS2

and PEO / MoO3 nanocomposites were prepared by exfoliation of the corresponding lithiated

hosts (1.00 g / 200 mL H2O) using ultrasound, followed by the slow addition of excess

aqueous PEO (0.50 g / 50 mL H2O). The mixtures were stirred for 2 h. until a solid

flocculated, and the products isolated as above. The PEO / montmorillonite nanocomposite

was prepared by the addition of aqueous PEO (0.50 g / 50 mL) to a dispersion of sodium

montmorillonite in water (1.00 g / 200 mL), with product isolation as above.
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5.3.3 Displacement Reactions and Kinetic Studies.

Aqueous dispersions of the nanocomposites were added to aqueous solutions

containing at least 50-fold excess of (CH3)4NC1 (Aldrich, 97%), (C2H5)4NBr (Aldrich, 98%),

(C3H7)4NBr (Aldrich, 98%), or (C4H9)4NBr (Aldrich, 99%). The reactants were stirred for

a proscribed period, and a solid product isolated by centrifugation, washing with water, and

drying in vacuo at 80 °C. In kinetic studies, reaction times were counted from the initial

combination of the allcylammonium salt solution (0.05 M - 0.20 M, 10 mL) and aqueous

nanocomposite dispersion (containing 0.035 g solids) until the product had been centrifuged

(2-3 min) and the filtrate decanted. In this manner, the reaction begins with nanocomposite

in dispersed form and thereby avoids a variable induction time associated with particle

dispersion. Additionally, the protocol ensures that the entire interaction time with NR4+ was

included for shorter reactions. All aqueous phase reactions were conducted under ambient

conditions.

5.3.4 Characterization.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) powder patterns were obtained from sample films cast onto

a Pyrex disc. Data were collected between 2 and 60 026, at 0.02° 26 see, using a Siemens

D5000 diffractometer and Culc radiation (1.5418 A). Infrared spectra were recorded on
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samples pressed into KBr disks containing 0.5 wt. % samples, using a Nicolet 510P FTIR

spectrometer (resolution = 2 cm', 100 scans averaged). A spectrum of pure KBr was

collected for background correction. Thermal analyses of powder samples (10 - 20 mg) were

carried out at 10 °C / min in flowing air (50 mL / min), using a Shimadzu TGA-50 and DSC-

50. Molecular weight profiles and polymer concentrations were obtained by elution of

aqueous polymer solution (20 RL) through a series of 2 ultrahydrogel linear columns (Waters)

and a Waters R401 differential refractometer at 0.80 mL / min. Elution time and peak

intensity calibrations were determined using PEO standards ranging from 2 x 103 to 9.1 x 105

D. A linear fit (R2> 0.99) was obtained for the relation log m, = [- 0.358 * elut. time (min)]

+ 11.64 Elemental analyses for OW were performed by Desert Analytics Laboratory,

Tucson, AZ, potassium content was determined by flame spectrophotometry using a standard

procedure.

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 PEO incorporation in MPS3

The interaction of K0.3M0.85PS3 (M = Mn, Cd) with an aqueous solution of high-

molecular-weight PEO results in the uptake of PEO and an increase in the stacking

dimension. With the PEO reaction stoichiometry at 0.05 g / g 1C0.3Cd0.85PS3, diffraction peaks
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indicate the presence of both the unreacted potassium hydrate and a phase with a stacking

repeat distance of 11.4 A. (Figure 5.1a) The latter dimension corresponds to an expansion

in the stacking dimension, Ad, of 4.9 A, compared with CdPS3. When the PEO reaction

stoichiometry is increased to 0.10 g/g, the content of expanded phase increases. At higher

polymer stoichiometries this phase is reduced and a new expanded phase appears with

stacking repeat distance = 15.6 A (Ad = 9.1 A). The unreacted K0.3Cd0.85PS36H20 is no

longer evident when the reaction stoichiometry exceeds 0.20 g/g .

These data are consistent with the accommodation of PEO as either a monolayer or

bilayer between the MPS3 sheets. Under the conditions studied the monolayer nanocomposite

is not obtained in pure form, but appears in combination with either the unreacted potassium

hydrate, the bilayer phase, or both. The XRD patterns do not evolve after the solid product

precipitates, which suggests that the polymer cannot diffuse to provide an even distribution

once the nanocomposites form. Similar results, showing expansions of 4.8 or 8.8 A, are

obtained for the interaction of PEO with 1C0.3Mn0.85PS3. (Figure 5.1b) Observations of both

monolayer and bilayer phases for PEO incorporation, with Ad of - 4 - 6 A and - 9 A,

respectively, have been noted in montmorillonite and MoO3 (Table 5.1). These results can

also be used as evidence against a helical conformation of PEO in these

nanocomposites. [3,19]

Thermogravimetry of the bilayer phase, obtained using a reaction stoichiometry of

0.30 g PEO / g KM1.,e2PS3, shows mass losses of 7% and 1% for M = Mn and Cd,

respectively, below 200 °C, which is ascribed to dehydration. (Figure 5.2) A mass loss of 39%
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Figure 5.1 XRD powder patterns for products obtained by reaction aqueous PEO with
1(0.3M3.85PS31120, M= (a) Mn, (b) Cd, in the stoichiometric range of 0 - 0.30
g PEO gl(0.3M0.85PS31-120.
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Figure 5.2 TGA data for (a) MnPS3, (b) K0.3Mn0.83PS3.1-120 (c) K03Cd0.9(C2H40)yPS3,
and (d) Ko.2(C21140)2.3Mn09PS3. The heating rate is 10 °C / min.
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(M = Mn) and 32% (M = Cd) is centered at 320 °C in each sample, within the expected

decomposition range for PEO. The organic content derived from the higher temperature

losses are 5 - 10% larger than those obtained from elemental analyses, which suggests some

degradation of the inorganic layered structure below 500 °C. Although the parent phases are

stable to 500 °C in air, the potassium hydrate intercalate shows a mass loss of approximately

10% between 300 and 500 °C. TGA was therefore used only to set water content, and CHN

and K analyses used for organic content. The nanocomposite stoichiometry was thereby

determined to be K02(C2}0)23MnosPS3.1.2H20 [calc. C = 17.9, H = 3.7, N = 0.0, K = 2.5;

found C = 18.0, H = 3.1, N = 0.0, K = 2.4 %]. This agrees with results communicated by

Lagadic, Leaustic, and Clement,[19] who found representative stoichiometries of

K0.20(C21140)2.14Mn0.88PS3.00 and K0.27(C2H40)1.9C(10.84PS3.0

5.4.2 Displacement Reactions using aqueous (C2H5)4NBr

The reaction of K0.2(C2H40)2.3MnosPS3 with an aqueous solution of

tetraethylammonium bromide results in the rapid, quantitative and irreversible displacement

of both PEO and alkali metal cations to form the alkylammonium intercalate. An XRD

pattern of the product after reaction for 1 - 2 h. shows the stacking repeat distance to

decrease from 15.4 to 11.2 A, with no other phases evident. (Figure 5.3) This XRD pattern

is indistinguishable from others obtained either by displacement of linear poly(ethylenimine)
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Figure 5.3 XRD powder patterns for (a) MnPS3, (b) K0.3Mn0.85PS320, (c)
K0.2(C2H40)2.3Mno.9PS3, and (d) [(C21-15)4Nlo.3Mn0.85PS3.
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from MnPS3 or by the direct reaction of aqueous (C2H5)4NBr with MnPS3. Subsequent

reactions of the alkylammonium intercalate with PEO do not alter the XRD pattern or

otherwise demonstrate polymer uptake, indicating that polymer displacement is irreversible.

An IR spectrum for K02(C2H40)2.3MnosPS3 (Figure 5.4) shows the characteristic PEO

absorption peaks at 1453, 1351, 1303, 1248, 1050-1150, 950, and 847 cm 1. After the

displacement reaction, an IR spectrum of the product has peaks characteristic of the

alkylammonium ion. The spectrum is readily distinguished from that of the polymer-

containing nanocomposite due to strong absorptions associated with the C-N stretch (1481

cm-1) and terminal -CH3 (1389, 1174, and 783 cm-1)424]

Thermogravimetric analyses of the tetraethylammonium intercalates obtained (a) by

direct reaction of (C2H5)4NBr with MnPS3 and (b) by displacement of PEO, provide a water

content of 2 (a) and 6% (b), and losses of 35 and 41% centered at 310 °C. (Figure 5.5)

Although the traces are similar in form, the thermolysis of the inorganic layer structure

overlaps with organic decomposition and the data are used for evaluation of water, but not

organic, content. The product stoichiometry is [(C2H5)4N]3.3Mn0.85PS3.0.8H20 [calc. C =

12.7, H = 3.3, N = 1.8, K = 0.0; found C = 13.1, H = 2.5, N = 1.8, K = 0.3 %].
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Figure 5.4 IR spectra (from pressed KBr disks) of (a) (C2H5)4NBr, (b)
[(C2115)4N)0.3Mno.s5PS32 (c) Ko.2(C21140)2.3Mno.9PS3, and (d) PEO.
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Figure 5.5 TGA data for (a) MnPS3, (b) [(C2/15)4NLMni.,e2PS3 obtained by direct
reaction of aqueous (C2H5)4NBr and MnPS3 and, (c) [(C2H5)4N13.3Mno.85PS3
obtained by reaction of (C2H5)4NBr and K0.2(C21-140)2.3Mno.9PS3. The heating
rate is 10 °C /
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5.4.3 Polymer Characterization by GPC

A gel permeation chromatograph of the solution containing PEO displaced from

1(0.2(C-21140)23MnosPS3 shows that Mp is unchanged from the original polymer standard (Mp

= 1.7 x 105). (Figures 5.6a&b) The peak becomes asymmetric, however, with increased

intensity on the longer-elution side, indicating some scission products in the displaced

polymer. Does the polymer scission occur during nanocomposite formation, within the solid

nanocomposite, or during (or after) the displacement reaction? GPC traces for the displaced

polymer do not evolve with increased stirring time with alkylammonium. Similarly, the traces

obtained for the displaced polymer are independent of the nanocomposite age. These

observations suggest that polymer scission occurs during the initial preparation.

Some hydrogen sulfide can be detected when K.0.3Mr10.9PS3 reacts with aqueous PEO

(though not during the displacement reaction), and scission therefore may be related to

nucleophilic attack of HS- at the etheric carbon during PEO incorporation:

H2S + RCH2CH2OCH2CH2R' - RCH2CH2SH + HOCH2CH2R' (1)

A chromatograph of the solution after the initial reaction with KuMn0.85PS3 (Figure

5.6c) provides an interesting result. The unincorporated PEO exhibits scission to a far greater

extent than the displaced PEO, with Mp reduced to 1.30 x 105 in the former. The trace

obtained for the excess PEO solution also resembles the difference of traces obtained for the
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GPC traces for 0.2 wt.% solutions (a) following reaction of aqueous
(C2H5)4NBr with 1C0.2(C2H40)23Mno.9PS3, (b) of PEO standard (M,,, = 1.7
x 105D), and (c) following reaction of PEO with lc,(H20)yMPS3. Total
peak areas are similar for all traces.
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displaced and standard PEO. These observations lead to the conclusion that polymer scission

occurs in forming the nanocomposite. Based on the proposed mechanism, it appears this

effect will be restricted to certain polymers and hosts, and might even be avoided by using a

scavenger for hydrogen sulfide.

A correlation of GPC peak area vs. PEO concentration for standard solutions and the

displaced polymer (Figure 5.7) provides 0.38 mmole of (C2H40) displaced, as compared with

0.36 mmole in the sample ofK0.2(C2H40)23Mn09PS31.2H20. On this basis, and the XRD and

IR results described above, we conclude that the polymer displacement is quantitative.

5.4.4 Displacement Reactions with other layered hosts

Rapid and quantitative displacement of PEO can also be effected with other layered

hosts. Figure 5.8 illustrates the XRD patterns obtained following reaction between aqueous

(C2H5)4NBr and PEO-containing nanocomposites with Lix.MoS2, Ko3Cdo.85PS3, Na-

montmorillonite, or LiA1o03. In each case, the basal repeat distance decreases by 3 - 4 A,

consistent with the displacement of PEO bilayer and associated alkali metal cations by

tetraethylammonium.
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Figure 5.7 A calibration of elution peak area vs. PEO concentration, and
interpolation to derive displaced PEO concentration following reaction of
aqueous (C2H5)4NBr and IC0.2(C2H40)23Mno.9PS3.
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XRD powder patterns for PEO-containing nanocomposites and products
following reaction with aqueous (C2H5)4NBr; (a) MoS2, (b) CdPS3, (c)
montmorillonite, and (d) Mo03.
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5.4.5 Displacement Kinetics

A series of XRD traces corresponding to the product of 0.15 M (C2H5)4NBr and

K02(C21140)2_3Mno.9PS3(PEO Ms, = 5 x 106D) illustrates the rapid decrease in peak intensities

for the nanocomposite (d = 15.4 A) and simultaneous increases in peaks associated with the

alkylammonium intercalate (d = 11.2 A). (Figure 5.9) The unconverted solid fraction is

determined using equation 2:

-1001, reactant
X (2)

1001, reactant $ '001, product

where Iool's correspond to (001) reflection peak intensities for the reactant,

K0.2(C21140)2.3Mn0.913S3, or product, [(C21-15)4N]cuMnomPS3, and x(t) provides the fraction of

unconverted solid in each XRD pattern. The displacement reaction involves two intercalation

compounds of the same host with guests of similar densities, so differences in X-ray scattering

factors should be small. The extent of reaction, 1 - x, will therefore range between 0 and 1.

Since the reaction occurs in an aqueous medium, each sample pellet is prepared

separately. This analysis uses an internal scaling factor provided by the sum of reactant and

product peak intensities. The scaling factor assumes a constant total diffracted intensity, and

is therefore approximatem, but suffices for the general comparison of reaction rates. The
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XRD powder patterns for products obtained from 0.15 M (C2H5)4NBr and
K02(C2H40)23Mno.9PS3(using My, (PEO) = 5 x 106D) after reaction times
indicated.
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more usual relation to evaluate reaction progess, a = 431,th, / I001,.., where low,. reflects the

peak intensity for pure product,[25] cannot be used because this diffraction intensity will vary

for each sample pellet.

When the calculated values for x are plotted against time, the displacement reactions

at [(C2115)4N1 = 0.15 are seen to go to completion in 15 min. - 2 h. (Figure 5.10) The plots

generated under a variety of reaction conditions are linearized by taking 1 / x vs. time (Figure

5.11), and line slopes indicate pseudo-reaction rates. (Table 5.2) A strong correlation

between [(C2H5)4N1] and rate is evident, with a reaction order between 2 and 3, indicating a

significant mechanistic role for the dissolved ion. In an insertion reaction where intercalation

rate is limited principally by ion diffusion into the galleries, the rate will be independent of ion

concentration in solution. This displacement reaction does not appear to proceed by such a

mechanism.

The kinetic effect of the polymer molecular weight is also examined. Nanocomposites

prepared from 5 x 106, 9 x 105 and 1 x 105D PEO react at rates of 0.9, 1.5, and 7.8 mind,

respectively. The increase in reaction rates by factors of 1.2 and 8.7 for the lower-molecular-

weight polymers are similar to the relative polymer diffusivities of 2.4 and 7.1 estimated from

WI' This correlation suggests that polymer diffusion may play a role in the displacement

mechanism.

An unexpected result is obtained when other symmetric tetraalkylammonium cations,

R4NX (R = methyl, propyl, and butyl), are reacted under the same conditions as (C2H5)4NBr.

The displacement reactions are slower by at least 30 - 100 x, in fact, reactant and product
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Table 5.2 Effects of alkylammonium size and concentration and polymer molecular

weight on displacement kinetics.

# k R [R4NXI polymer

min' M MW /D

1 0.07

2 0.33

3 0.89

4 3.3

5 1.5

6 7.8

7 0.03

8 0.03

9 n/a

C2H5

II

II

II

II

II

CH3

C3117

C41-19

0.05 5 x 106

0.10 "

0.15 II

0.20 II

0.15 9 x 105

0.15 1 x 105

0.20 5 x 106
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concentrations for the tetramethyl and tetrapropyl ions do not appear to change significantly

after a small peak due to the allcylammonium intercalate appears within an hour. (Figure 5.12)

The initial product may arise from an impurity of amorphous material contained in the

nanocomposite, rather than displacement of the ordered nanocomposite. No displacement

reaction can be observed with tetrabutylammonium salt. The anomalous behavior of

tetraethylammonium in these reactions contrasts with the relative insertion rates of the

alkylammonium ions into SnS2 and MPS3, where the smallest ion, (CH3)4N+, is incorporated

most rapidly. [26]

The tetraethylammonium ion has a diameter similar to the thickness of a PEO

monolayer adsorbed onto an anionic sheet - this is reflected in the similar basal-repeat

distances of the monolayer nanocomposite and tetraethylammonium intercalate (11.2 and

11.4 A, respectively). The PEO bilayers are far less densely packed than bulk PEO,[1,16]

suggesting that the polymer galleries form with a porous arrangement. A coincidence of

cation and pore dimensions should lead to the more favorable chemisorption of (CH3)4N+ at

the nanocomposite surfaces. Significant cation occupancy within these pores would lead to

coulombic repulsion and particle delamination, as illustrated in Figure 13. A mechanism of

this type might explain both the strong rate dependence on tetraethylammonium ion

concentration and also the anomolous behavior of this ion.
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6.1 Abstract

Preformed poly(pyrrole) and poly(thiophene) are incorporated into montmorillonite

by the interaction of colloidal nanoparticles of the polymers with the colloidal, exfoliated host.

Nanocomposites obtained are characterized by X-ray diffraction, SEM, FTIR, and electrical

conductivity. The colloid - colloid reaction method provides a general route to incorporation

of intractable polymers within layered host structures that can be exfoliated, such as smectite

clays, metal disulfides, and some metal oxides.
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6.2. Introduction

The preparation of nanocomposites derived from polymers and inorganic solids has

received interest in recent years because of the novel structures and properties which can be

obtained, and the potential technological applications for these materials.(1) While small

molecules or ions can be directly intercalated or exchanged into a host lattice, the slow

kinetics of diffusion for macromolecules provides a significant obstacle to the incorporation

of oligomeric or polymeric moieties by a topotactic mechanism. Strategies to prepare bulk

quantities of polymer-containing nanocomposites should therefore avoid polymer infusion into

a lattice. If the host structure can be prepared in colloidal form, for example a layered host

exfoliated to generate a single-sheet colloid, bulk preparations ofa nanocomposite can often

be performed rapidly and at ambient temperature. The reaction proceeds by the adsorption

of a solubilized polymer onto the colloidal particles and subsequent flocculation.(2-5) These

reactions have generally been studied in both aqueous and polar organic solutions.

Synthetic methods have also been developed for intractable polymers. These include

the intercalation of a monomeric precursor followed by in situ polymerization within the

host,(6-10) and the thermal conversion from a soluble polymer.(11) A melt-processing route

has been reported recently for insertion of poly(styrene) within clay.(12) The latter relies on

an unknown mechanism, but may involve local exfoliation of the host lattice.

There are, however, significant limitations to the procedures described. The

polymerization reaction and nature of the polymer resulting from in situ processes are poorly
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understood at present, and thermal conversion may not show wide applicability. Ideally, a

general method for incorporation of intractable, but preformed, polymers is desirable.

Towards this goal, we report the inclusion of poly(pyrrole) and poly(thiophene) into

montmorillonite by a polymer latex - host colloid interaction. The formation of a large

number of polymer latexes containing nanoparticles has been described via emulsion

polymerization;(13) indeed this method is employed on a large commercial scale.

6.3. Experimental

6.3.1 Materials.

Montmorillonite (SWy-1) was obtained from Source Clay Repository (Clay Minerals

Society, Columbia, MO) and purified by a standard procedure.(14) Pyrrole (Aldrich, 99+%)

and thiophene (Aldrich, 99%) were vacuum-distilled prior to use. Ammonium persulfate

(Aldrich, 98%) and sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (Aldrich, technical grade) were used as

received.
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6.3.2. Preparation of Polymer Latexes.

Colloidal poly(pyrrole) and poly(thiophene) were prepared using the method described

by DeArmitt and Armes.(15) An oxidant, ammonium persulfate (7.85g, 0.0344 mol) and

stabilizer, sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate (10g, 0.0282 mol) were dissolved in deionized

water (200 ml) at ambient temperature to form a turbid solution. Pyrrole or thiophene (2 mL)

were syringed into the reaction flask and the solution stirred for 7 h. The resulting suspension

was centrifuged, yielding a black solid, consisting of nanoparticles, that readily redispersed

into deionized water under mechanical stirring. The latex was not dried fully, as this was

observed to result in the irreversible agglomeration of the nanoparticles. The product was

stripped of the stabilizer, residual persulfate, and other soluble components via repeated

cycles of centrifugation and redispersal in deionized water. The final wash was tested and

found to be free of residual monomer.

6.3.3 Preparation of Polymer / Clay Nanocomposites.

In a typical synthesis of nanocomposite, 0.2 g of clay was exfoliated in water and then

mixed with 0.04 g of the polymer (4 mL solution, 1 mL containing 0.01 g of polymer). Upon

mixture of these solutions, nanocomposite particles flocculate from the solution within 1 -2

hrs. The mixture was typically stirred for 12 - 24 h, and the nanocomposite isolated by
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centrifuging, washing and drying for at least 24 hours in vacuo. For conductivity

measurements, the polymer was oxidized by stirring the nanocomposite in an aqueous

solution of FeC13.

6.3.4. Characterization.

X-ray powder diffraction data were collected at ambient temperature on a Siemens

D5000 powder diffractometer, using Cu Ka radiation, at 0.02 *20 sec"' between 2 and 40 0.

Pressed pellets of the reaction products were loaded into a holder modified to maintain an

inert atmosphere. Infrared spectra were recorded on samples pressed into KBr disks using

a Nicolet 510P FT-1R spectrometer. An AMRAY 1000A scanning electron microscope was

employed for characterization of powder samples.(16) Conductivities were obtained by DC

measurement on 1/2 " diameter pellets pressed from powders using a two-probe geometry.

6.4. Results and Discussion

Poly(pyrrole) and poly(thiophene) are insoluble, electronically-conducting polymers

with potential applications in molecular electronics, as modified electrodes, catalyst supports,

and sensors.(17) Poly(pyrrole) has been adsorbed onto silica and shown to form a conductive
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matrix.(18) Procedures for preparing an aqueous latex of poly(pyrrole) have been reported

recently.(15) These colloids consist of nanoparticles, with average dia. = 200 - 500 nm,

which maintain a positive charge and are formed and stabilized in the presence of an anionic

surfactant. A poly(thiophene) latex has not been described, but similar treatment of thiophene

results in spherical nanoparticles (Figure 6.1a).

The dispersed nature and high surface area of the polymer in these colloids allows

rapid reaction with other small particulates, such as in colloidal silica,(19) and suggests that

direct interaction of the polymer colloid with exfoliated layered structures may result in the

rapid formation of layered nanocomposites. Indeed, flocculation is observed upon interaction

of polymer and clay colloids.

When a polymer-rich composition (approx. 0.1 g clay / g polymer) is prepared using

this simple method, an amorphous product (by X-ray diffraction) is obtained. SEM images

(Figure 6.1b) show clay platelets dispersed among the 100 - 500 nm dia. globular polymer

particles, indicating a favorable interaction energy between clay and polymer. In clay-rich

compositions (0.1 - 0.3 g polymer / g clay), the globular particles are entirely absent and

large, platy particles are obtained. These images indicate the restacking of the clay platelets

(Figure 6.1c) to form a layered nanocomposite.

FUR spectra of the poly(pyrrole) / clay nanocomposite reveal peaks associated with

poly(pyrrole) (at 1550, 1460, and the region of 800 - 900 cm), and the principal clay peaks

(at 1040, 590, and 480 cm 1). (Figure 6.2) Similar spectra obtained on the poly(thiophene)
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SEM images of spherulitic nanoparticles of poly(thiophene) (top), dispersion
of montmorillonite into poly(pyrrole) nanoparticles (0.1 g/g) (center), and the
poly(pyrrole) / montmorillonite nanocomposite (bottom).
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Figure 6.2 FTIR spectra of (a) poly(pyrrole) powder, (b) poly(pyrrole) / montmorillonitenanocomposite, and (c) Na-montmorillonite.
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/ clay nanocomposites reveal peaks associated with poly(thiophene) (principally the C-H out-

of-plane at 780 characteristic of the 2,5-substituted thienylene unit) (20) and clay.

X-ray diffraction of pressed pellets of the poly(pyrrole) / clay plates provide a basal

repeat distance of 15.1 A, (15.0 A for poly(thiophene) / clay) with an average stacking

domain of 100 - 200 A derived from peak widths. (Figure 6.3) The distance between clay

sheets, 5.5 A greater than in anhydrous Na-montmorillonite, is similar to that reported for

poly(pyrrole) in Fe0C1 (5.23 A)6, and slightly larger than poly(pyrrole) in fluorohectorite

(4.55 A).(7) An expansion of 5 - 6 A is suggestive of an edge-on orientation of polymer

conjugated plane to clay basal surface.

X-ray diffraction patterns obtained for 0.2 and 0.3 g polymer / g clay are almost

identical, at compositions of 0.10 and 0.15 g / g the diffraction pattern shows broader

diffraction peaks with basal plane repeat spacings of approximately 12.4 and 13.0 A,

respectively. Hydrated clay can also have peaks in this region, but these products are dried

under conditions that will remove water from the clay galleries. The smaller expansions

observed may indicate that the polymer conjugated backbone is oriented parallel to the clay

basal surfaces at lower polymer loading. These results also indicate a composition close to

0.2 g / g as the highest-polymer-content nanocomposite phase (corresponding to a mole ratio

of approximately 17 %, in agreement with the composition obtained for poly(pyrrole) /

fluorohectorite.(7)
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Figure 6.3 X-ray powder diffraction data for nancomposites of montmorillonite with (a)
poly(thiophene) and (b) poly(pyrrole). Starred peaks correspond to a quartz impurity.
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Electrical measurements of the nanocomposite before and after oxidation with FeC13

(Figure 6.4) show an increase by three orders of magnitude in conduction. The relative

increase is similar to that obtained upon oxidation of the pure polymer.
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7.1. Abstract:

The preparations of some new nanocomposites containing conjugated polymers within

montmorillonite or MoO3 layer structures by various route are described. The insertion of

a water-soluble poly(phenylenevinylene) (PPV) precursor into the interlayer space of sodium

montmorillonite followed by an in situ chemical conversion affords a PPV/montmorillonite

nanocomposite at ambient temperature. A nanocomposite of poly(phenylenesulfide) (PPS)

with an organoclay is prepared by the melt-intercalation process. Nanocomposition of

poly(phenoxyphenylenesulfide) (PPPS) and ionic polyacetylene with MoO3 and sodium

montmorillonite are achieved by either an emulsion-colloid interaction technique or an

exfoliation/adsorption process. The nanocomposites are characterized by X-ray powder

diffraction, thermogravimetry, luminescence measurements and FTIR.
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7,2. Introduction

Conjugated polymers such as polyacetylene (PA), polyaniline, (PAN), PPV, PPS,

poly(p-phenylene) and poly(thiophene) have attracted considerable interest in recent years in

view of their potential applications in devices such as field effect transistors, (FETs), light

emitting diodes, (LEDs), optoelectronics, and mechanical devices[1-10]. PPV, for example,

can be readily synthesized in high molecular weight from a water soluble precursor and has

been shown to exhibit a conductivity greater than 103 S/cm upon doping, act as an

electroluminescent layer in LEDs, and exhibit significant 3rd-order non-linear susceptibility

[11-13]. The preparation of nanocomposite materials derived from conjugated polymers and

framework or layered inorganic solids are of current interest because they display new or

improved electronic and optical properties, a consequence of the specific interactions at the

molecular level [14-15]. As an illustration, noncentrosymmetric self-assembly of the organic

compounds; 4-nitrohippuric acid and dimethylamino-N-methyl stilbazolium cation within the

interlayer space of layered host lattices[16,17].

To date, methods of preparing polymer-containing layered nanocomposites include

(1) in situ polymerization of intercalated monomeric precursors [18-20], (2)

exfoliation/adsorption, where a single-sheet colloidal suspension of the inorganic host is

restacked after adsorption of a soluble polymer [21], (3) interaction of a polymer latex

solution with the colloid inorganic host [22], (4) a melt-intercalation process [23-24] and (5)

the thermal conversion of intercalated polymeric precursors [25]. The latter method has been
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demonstrated by the formation of a PP V/Mo03 nanocomposite by intercalation of soluble

precursor poly(xylylene sulfonium) salt followed by thermal elimination of the sulfonium

group [25]. Despite these successful syntheses, the solvent intractability often associated with

the conjugated-backbone polymers has greatly limited the breadth of synthetic chemistry for

these materials, especially where reactions with preformed polymer are desired.

Nanocomposition of PPS and the related phenoxy derivative, PPPS, have not been reported

in the literature.

In this study, we report the preparation and characterization of some nanocomposites

derived from PPV and montmorillonite by the chemical conversion of soluble sulfonium

polymer; polyacetylene ionomer, PPPS and MoO3 or montmorillonite by

exfoliation/adsorption; PPPS and clay by emulsion-colloid interaction, and PPS and an

organoclay by a melt-intercalation process.

6.3. Results and Discussion

6.3.1 PPV/Montmorillonite nanocomposites.

Nazar and coworkers have prepared a PPV/Mo03 nanocomposite by thermal

elimination of the sulfonium group from a precursor polymer at temperatures in excess of 280

°C [25]. The cleavage of sulfonium and onset of polymer degradation are not cleanly
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separated, however, and it is preferable to develop a synthetic route to such nanocomposites

at a lower temperature in order to maintain a high-molecular-weight polymer in the product.

We report here that an analogous synthesis of PPV-montmorillonite nanocomposite can be

achieved at lower temperatures. The method relies on the inclusion of a soluble

poly(xylylenedimethylsulfonium) into the interlayer space of the host, followed by base

elimination of dimethylsulfide. The overall reaction scheme is depicted in Figure 7.1

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the nanocomposite before and after base

treatment (Figure 7.2) show basal repeat distances of 15.2 and 14.6 A, respectively,

corresponding to gallery expansions of 5.6 and 5.0 A, as compared with the expansions

observed in MoO3 before and after thermal elimination (6.4 A and 5.6A, respectively) [25].

FTIR spectra of the nanocomposite support the elimination reaction in the alteration or

disappearance of bands associated with the dimethylsulfonium group after treatment with

base. Similar evidence is obtained from TGA data, where the sulfonium loss is seen at 250°C

(Figure 7.3). However, TGA of the nanocomposite after treatment with base indicates that

the loss of methyl sulfide at 250-300 °C is only about 75% complete, hence the polymer in

the nanocomposite retains approximately 25% of the groups capped. A second treatment

with base did not result in further elimination. High-molecular-weight, soluble polymeric

precursors to PPS, poly(p-phenylene), poly(acetylene), and poly(2,5-thienylvinylene) have

been prepared [26] and we are currently extending a similar chemistry to the nanocomposition

of these conjugated polymers.
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Figure 7.1 Reaction scheme for preparing the PPV/montmorillonite nanocomposite.
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One motivation for research in PPV lies in its electroluminescence properties, which

makes it a candidate as an emissive layer in the manufacture of large area LEDs devices.

Nanocomposition of PPV in optically transparent host materials may help modify the

application attributes desirable for device fabrication. We have measured the luminescence

properties of the pristine PPV, PPV precursor nanocomposites without treatment with a base

and the nanocomposite after extensive treatment with aqueous base. The excitation and

emission spectra of pristine PPV (Figure 7.4a) shows broad emission band from 465 nm to

610 nm with the maximum at 525 nm, consistent with earlier report in the literature. [27] The

luminescience of PPV-Clay nanocomposites prepared without treatment with a base (Figure

7.4b) showed a slight blue shift (Ar. = 500 nm) relative to the pristine PPV but at a lower

energy than than observed for the precursor-poly(p-xylylene-a-dimethylsulfonium) salt. This

reflects the development of shorter consecutive tr-conjugated units due to elimination of the

dimethylsulfonium group under ambient conditions. Consequently, this affects the magnitude

of the HOMO-LUMO band gap of the material.

The luminescence spectra of the nanocomposite treated with ethanolic NaOH (Figure

7.4c) are similar to that obtained for the pure PPV and have a A,. at about 520 nm. The

degree of It-conjugation in the intercalated polymer is expected to increase with extensive

basic treatment due to nucleophilic elimination of the sulfonium group and hence the observed

red shift with respect to the precursor polymer. Longer the conjugated units results in smaller

excitation energies. For the pure PPV prepared by thermal elimination of the sulfonium group

[27 ], a gradual shift in the optical absorption is observed as a function of temperature,
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Figure 7.4 Luminescence and excitation spectra of powder of (a) PPV precursor
intercalate without basic treatment, (b) with basic treatment, and (c) pristine
PPV obtained by basic treatment.
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indicating the development of Tr-conjugation along the polymer backbone. Preliminary data

indicates that the color emitted by the nanocomposite can be tuned by controlling the

elimination of the sulfonium group.

7.3.2 Ionic polyacetylene/Mo03 nanocomposites

Potential applications for polyacetylene are of great interest because the pristine

polymer can be doped to conductivities ranging from semiconducting to metallic (up to 105

S/cm), the polymer also possesses a large third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility. [28]

Commercial exploitation of polyacetylene has been hampered by high environmental instability

in the doped state, poor mechanical properties and solvent intractability. Recently, a method

was reported for the synthesis of a stable and solution processable substituted polyacetylene

with high degree of conjugation.[29-31] Here we describe the preparation of nanocomposites

of substituted polyacetylene with clay and MoO3 using the exfoliation-adsorption technique.

The XRD pattern of products obtained by interacting a solution of poly(2-pyridinium-

2-pyridylacetylene) and host colloid resulted in expansion from 9.6 A to 15.4 A for sodium

montmorillonite, and 7.9 A to 12.6 A for LiMo03. This represents gallery expansion of 5.8

A and 5.7 A respectively for the host lattices (Figure 7.5) and is consistent with the polymer

pyridinium side chain oriented perpendicular to the plane of the silicate and MoO3 sheets.
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Figure 7.5 XRD pattern of poly(pyridylacetylene)/Mo03 nanocomposites
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Thermogravimetry was used to study the thermal stability and composition of the

nanocomposites. The polymer content are estimated to be 17 and 25 weight % in the clay and

MoO3 respectively, with the onset of degradation at 300°C. The 25 weight % observed for

MoO3 nanocomposites represents loss due to polymer and host lattice volatilization which

occurs at 550°C. }UR analysis shows characteristic peaks of the polymer at 1614 and 1622

cm-1 (from the backbone C stretching vibrations) [30-31 ] and the host montmorillonite at

467, 521, 1052 and 3675 cm' (from Al -O, Si-0 and structural OH stretching vibrations) [32]

at of the nanocomposites. Efforts are underway to characterize the optical properties of these

materials.

7.3.3 PPPS/MoO3 and PPPS/Montmorillonite nanocomposites

New nanocomposites have been prepared that contain poly(p-phenoxyphenylene sulfide)

within MoO3 and montmorillonite galleries. PPPS itself has been studied with an interest in

structural and electrical properties [33]. As the polymer is soluble in some polar aprotic

solvents such as DMF and NMP at slightly elevated temperatures, the exfoliation/adsorption

method can be used to effect nanocomposition. XRD of the product obtained by combination

of colloidal dispersion of MoO3 and polymer solution in DMF (Figure 7.6) indicates a basal-

repeat distance of 11.7 A. The incorporation of the polymer results in an expansion of 3.8

A relative to LiMo03 (repeat = 7.9 A). The expansion suggests that the conjugated plane
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of the polymer, which contains phenyl rings about 3.5 - 4.0 A thick, orients parallel to the

host basal plane. A similar expansion, of 3.7 A, is obtained for the PPPS-montmorillonite

nanocomposite prepared by the latex-colloid approach.

TGA traces for the PPPS/Mo03 nanocomposite (Figure 7.7) indicate 20 % polymer

by the weight loss between 300 - 400 °C, a temperature range consistent with the

decomposition of PPPS. As the exfoliation/adsorption method employs a solvent (DMF)

known to intercalate within LiXo03[34], it is important to examine the DMF content of the

prepared materials. These is good evidence that DMF has not been incorporated to a

significant extent within the product. Treatment of Li,,Mo03 with pure DMF yields a solid

with repeat distance = 12.5 A, which collapsed to 7.9 A upon drying under the same

conditions as the polymer intercalate, indicating complete elimination of this solvent under

the drying conditions employed. Thermal elimination of DMF occurs between 150 and 200

°C, an event that is observable but small (< 4 %) in TGA of the nanocomposite product

(Figure 7.8), also indicating the absense of significant quantities of DMF. Finally, FTIR data

on the product do not show bands (3335, 1688, 1540 cm-1) associated with the solvent.
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Figure 7.7 TGA traces for (a) Mo03, (b) PPPS/Mo03 nanocomposites, and (c) PPPS
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7.3.4 PPS /Organoclay nanocomposite

PPS is a melt- and solution-processable thermoplastic that can be oxidized to a highly

conductive state [33]. PPS only shows appreciable solubility in solvents such as diphenyl

ether, NMP, and chloronaphthalene at temperatures greater than 200 °C. This solvent

intractibility of PPS, coupled with the fact that its monomeric precursors are not amenable

to in situ polymerization, has hindered work on preparing nanocomposites. We describe here

our initial attempts to prepare a PPS-containing nanocomposite using the method originally

described by Vaila and co-workers for the incorporation of polystyrene within organoclay

[23]. A mixture ofPPS and organoclay was pressed into a pellet at the desired stoichiometry

and heated in vacuo to 100 °C above the glass transition temperature of PPS for 10 h. XRD

(Figure 7.9) indicates that the basal-repeat distance increase from 25.5 A for the organoclay

to 31.5 A following the thermal treatment, indicating the incorporation of the polymer. The

expansion of 6.0 A relative to the organoclay is consistent with a single polymer layer with

the conjugated plane either oriented perpendicular, or not ordered, with respect to the host

basal plane. The product peaks (001, 002, and 003 are evident) are relatively broad,

indictating considerable disorder in the stacking dimension. As a control, the organoclay was

heated under the similar conditions without adding PPS, and no change observed in the XRD

pattern.

Results obtained in this investigation provide considerable encouragement towards

rational development of new synthetic routes for the nanocomposition of some
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Figure 7.9 XRD pattern of (a) Organoclay, and (b) PPS/organoclay nanocomposites
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technologically significant polymers not yet achieved by established methods. The chemical

conversion of soluble polymeric precursors to desired insoluble polymers should still be

developed and extended to poly(acetylene), poly(phenylene) and poly(phenylenesulfide). For

polymers without soluble precursors, the latex-colloid interaction or melt-intercalation

process should serve as viable methods. Of all the methods, the use of preformed polymers

instead of in situ polymerization can provide for better control and understanding of polymer

structure and hence the properties associated with conjugated polymers.

7.4 Experimental

All reagents were of analytical grade and were used as obtained from commercial suppliers.

Poly(xylylenesulfonium bromide) and poly(p-phenoxyphenylene sulfide) were prepared

following established procedures [33-34]. Poly(p-xylylenedimethylsulfonium bromide) was

prepared as follows: (1) p-xylylenenebis(dimethylsulfonium) dibromide was obtained by

reacting p-xylylene dibromide (13.2 g, 0.05 mol.) with dimethyl sulfide (12.4 g, 0.2 mol.) in

dimethyl formamide (DMF) at 0 °C, and (2) the resulting white, crystalline solid was

polymerized by addition of 0.5 M NaOH at 0°C. The loss of the sulfonium group is minimum

under these conditions., . Poly(p-phenoxyphenylene sulfide) was prepared by the reaction of

diphenyl ether (Aldrich) (8.2 g, 0.047 mol.) and sulfur dichloride (6.5 g, 0.047 mol.) in

chloroform at ambient temperature in the presence of finely divided iron catalyst (0.03 g).
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Poly(2-pyridinium hydrochloride-2-pyridylacetylene)copolymer was prepared as described

by Subramanyan and Blumstein [30]. 2-ethynylpyridine (2.10 g, 0.02 mol) was cooled to 0-

5°C under stirring. To this concentrated hydrochloric acid (0.71g, 0.02 mol) was added

dropwise. The reaction is exothermic and is followed by a rapid increase in viscosity until the

polymer separates out' as a solid mass. This was washed several times with ether, and dried

under vacuum at 40°C for 24 h. The polymer is soluble in water and other polar solvents.

PPV/montmorillonite nanocomposite was prepared by reaction of a colloidal

dispersion of Na-montmorillonite (1.0 g, purified as described previously [35]) with an

aqueous solution of poly(p-xylylenedimethylsulfonium bromide) (0.2 g) at 0 °C. The

precipitated solid was washed copiously with cold, deionized water to remove excess

polymer. Base conversion was accomplished by stirring the product with 20 % ethanolic

NaOH solution for 48 h at ambient temperature and drying at 100-120 °C for 48 h.

PPP S/Mo03 nanocomposite was prepared by addition of a colloidal solution containing

exfoliated MoO3 (prepared by ultrasonication of 0.5 g Li,MoO3 in 50 mL of DMF for 30 min)

to a solution of the polymer (0.1 g) in DMF at 80 °C. The nanocomposite flocculated

instantaneously and was isolated and dried in vacuo at 110°C for 48 h. PPPS/montmorillonite

nanocimposite was prepared via two independent methods, (1) a PPPS latex was prepared

by dissolving the polymer (0.2 g) in 100 mL of 1-2 % aqueous solution of 1-methy1-2-

pyrrolidinone _(NMP) and the resulting emulsion slowly added to an aqueous colloidal

dispersion of Na-montmorillonite, and (2) a DMF or NMP solution of the polymer (0.2 g /

50 mL) was added slowly to a rapidly stirred montmorillonite dispersion and stirring
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continued for 24 h. In both syntheses, products were isolated by centrifugation, washed with

water, and dried in vacuo at 110 °C for 48 h.

The preparation of Poly(2-pyridinium hydrochloride-2-pyridylacetylene)/Mo03

nanocomposite materials was prepared as follows: LiMo03 (0.5 g) was exfoliated in water

(100 mL) with ultrasonic assistance. To this was slowly added an aqueous solution of the

polymer (0.20 g/100 mL H20). The reaction mixture was accompanied by the formation of

sweep flocs, the flocculated solid was isolated, washed several times with water and dried in

vacuo at 80°C for 48 h. The PPS/organoclay nanocomposite was prepared by pelletizing and

in vacuo heating (200°C for 10 h) of a mixture of 0.2 g / g of PPS (Polysciences, Inc.) and

organoclay (prepared by cation exchange of dioctadecyldimethylammonium with Na-

montmorillonite using a literature method [36]).

XRD data were collected on a Siemens D5000 powder diffractometer, using CuKa

radiation, at 0.02° 20 see between 2 and 60°. Infrared spectra were recorded on samples

pressed into KBr disks (0.5 wt % sample) using a Nicolet 510P FTIR spectrometer (2 cm-1

res, 100 scans averaged). Thermal analyses of powdered samples (10 - 20 mg) employed a

Shimadzu TGA-50 using flowing air or N2 at 50 mL / min and a constant heating rate of 10

°C / min

Steady-state room temperature luminescence data on pure PPV and nanocomposites

powder samples were collected on a computer-controlled right angle spectrometer in

Professor Keszler's laboratory at OSU. Filtered light from an Oriel 300-W Xe lamp was used

to excite the sample after passing it through a 50-cm water falter and the slits of a Cary model-
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15 prism monochrometer. The emission spectrum was measured at a near right angle to

excitation on an Oriel 22500 spectrometer with a Hamamutsu R636 photomultiplier tube

interfaced a Keith ley model 602 picoammeter and a dedicated computer.
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8.0 Summary
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This dissertation has described several synthetic approaches towards polymer-

containing nanocomposite materials with potential technological applications. New methods

have been developed and in other cases, conventional one have been modified to allow for the

synthesis of new materials

A template method have been developed for the nanocomposition of polyanions with

LDHs. Consequently, layered nanocomposites derived from poly(acrylic acid) PAA,

poly(vinyl sulfonate) PVS, poly(styrene sulfonate) PSS, and LDHs {M2+1_,{M"(OH)2}" (with

M2+ = Mg, Zn, Ca, Co & M' = Al, Cr) have been prepared and characterized by X-ray

diffraction, FTIR, elemental analysis, DSC, TGA, SEM and TEM. XRD patterns indicate that

the nanocomposites contain the LDH sheet structures separated by 7.2-16.8 A, which is

consistent with the presence of a polymer bilayer. Microstructural changes in the particles

morphology upon nanocomposition are evident from SEM and TEM images obtained on the

pristine LDH carbonates and the polymer-containing LDHs. XRD patterns obtained from the

thermolysis of ZnAl-0O3-LDH and ZnAl-PSS-LDH nanocomposites indicate that crystalline

ZnO and ZnA1204 spinel phases are produced at a much lower temperature from the

nanocomposites than from the pristine CO3-LDH. These initial studies have proved the

potential of the template synthetic approach and clearly suggests its applicability in the

synthesis of a wide variety of new materials. By judicious design of composite constituents,

materials can be envisaged with a wide range of important properties.
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The versatility of the exfoliation-adsorption method has been demonstrated by

extending it to the nanocomposition of LPEI, poly(phenoxyphenylene sulfide) and

polyacetylene ionomer in several host lattices. These are new materials with potential

technological applications. An extension of this strategy to the synthesis of nanocomposite

containing otherwise intractable polymers such as PPV by in situ conversion of intercalated

soluble polymeric precursors have been presented. For example, the PPV-Clay

nanocomposites obtained by this route have demonstrated useful luminescence activity.

For the first time, the quantitative removal of polymer from layered nanocomposites

have been demonstrated. Under ambient conditions, tetraethylammonium ions can displace

polymers such as PEO, LPEI and poly(vinyl pyrrolidone), PVP, from the van der Waal gap

of host lattices including MPS3, MoS2, Na-montmorillonite and MoO3 via a mechanism

believed to be controlled by ion-exchange reactions. A detailed kinetic analysis of the data has

been discussed. The most unique aspect of the results presented is that the displacement

processes are rapid, quantitative and goes to completion without polymer degradation. These

results are significant because it will the investigation of the nature of polymers prepared

within the galleries of layered host lattices.

Nanocomposition of conjugated polymers is of great interest because of their high

electronic conductivities upon doping, and novel optical properties. Preparation of

nanocomposites containing these polymers is not readily accessable because the preformed

polymers are insoluble in known solvents, and many monomeric precursors are not amenable

to the in situ polymerization technique. Results have been described on the development of

the latex-colloid interaction approach which allows the nanocomposition of some of these
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polymers. A major requirement is the ability to prepare a colloidal dispersion of the polymer

of interest. Nanocomposites containing conducting poly(pyrrole), poly(thiophene), and

poly(phenoxyphenylene sulfide) have been prepared and their characteristics described.

Finally, additional studies are necessary to further characterize the application

properties of many of these nanocomposite materials. Also, the scope of the latex-colloid

synthetic strategy should be extended to the nanocomposition of several structural and

intractable conjugated polymers.
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